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Abstract
This thesis examines three models of dynamic contracting. The first model is a
model of dynamic moral hazard with partially persistent states, and the second model
considers relational contracts when the states are partially persistent. The last model
studies preference for delegation with learning.
In the first chapter, the costly unobservable action of the agent produces a good
outcome with some probability, and the probability of the good outcome corresponds
to the state. The states are unobservable and follow an irreducible Markov chain
with positive persistence. The chapter finds that an informational rent arises in this
environment. The second best contract resembles a tenure system: the agent is paid
nothing during the probationary period, and once he is paid, the principal never takes
his outside option again. The second best contract becomes stationary after the agent
is tenured. For discount factors close to one, the principal can approximate his first
best payoff with review contracts.
The second chapter studies relational contracts with partially persistent states,
where the distribution of the state depends on the previous state. When the states
are observable, the optimal contracts can be stationary, and the self-enforcement leads
to the dynamic enforcement constraint as with i.i.d. states. The chapter then applies
the results to study the implications for the markets where the principal and the
agent can be matched with new partners.
The third chapter studies preference for delegation when there is a possibility of
learning before taking an action. The optimal action depends on the unobservable
state. After the principal chooses the manager, one of the agents may receive a
private signal about the world. The agent decides whether to disclose the signal to
the manager, and the manager chooses an action. In an equilibrium, the agents'
communication strategies depend on the manager's prior. The principal prefers a
manager with some difference in prior belief to a manager with the same prior.
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Chapter 1
Dynamic Moral Hazard with
Persistent States
1.1 Introduction
There is a large literature on repeated moral hazard with i.i.d. states or fully per-
sistent states.' But there are circumstances that are better described by partially
persistent states. Productivity of an economic sector varies from year to year, but
high productivity is more likely to come after a productive year than after an un-
productive year. Technological advances are also often clustered, and much advance
can be made in a short amount of time. It is worthwhile to consider dynamic moral
hazard with partially persistent states. In this chapter, I examine such a model; I
note that the persistent states create an informational rent for the agent and explore
properties of the second best contracts.
This chapter develops a model of principal-agent problem in which the underlying
environment is partially persistent. The principal hires the agent over an infinite
horizon, and each period, the agent can work or shirk. The costly unobservable
action, work, produces a good outcome with some probability, and the probability
'Dutta and Radner (1994), Fudenberg, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990), Holmstrom and Milgrom
(1987), Malcomson and Spinnewyn (1988), Radner (1981, 1985), Rey and Salanie (1990), Rogerson
(1985), Rubinstein and Yaari (1983)
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of the good outcome depends on the state. The states are unobservable, and they
follow an irreducible Markov chain with positive persistence. The principal observes
the outcome and pays the agent. The principal can commit to a long term contract.
Both parties are risk-neutral, and the agent is subject to limited liability.
I start in Section 1.3 with an analysis of one and two period versions of the model.
The two period model illustrates one of the basic insights: the deviations of the
agent create information asymmetry, and the agent receives an informational rent if
the principal wants him to work in both periods. When the states are persistent,
the outcome has informational value in addition to its payoff consequence. If the
principal believes that the agent worked this period, the principal updates his belief
about the state after observing the outcome. The agent's deviation leads to both
the unproductive outcome and the information asymmetry between the principal and
the agent. Since the bad outcome lowers the prior of being in the good state, the
principal assigns a strictly lower probability to the good state than the agent in the
period after the agent deviates. Working in the following period after shirking, the
agent can ensure himself a strictly positive amount of rent by a one-shot deviation. I
characterize the informational rent as a function of the discount factor, the persistence
of the states and the informativeness of the outcomes, and I give conditions under
which the principal wants the agent to work in both periods.
Section 1.4 describes the informational rent and derives an upper bound on the
informational rent. The agent's deviation creates information asymmetry between
the principal and the agent, and in all periods following the deviation, the agent
assigns weakly higher probabilities to the good state than the principal does. After
any history, if the principal wants the agent to work, the principal has to provide
as much rent as what the agent can get from deviating. However, I show that the
principal can attain an upper bound on informational rents by offering a contract that
is stationary from the second period. When a contract is stationary, the information
asymmetry doesn't play a role in the continuation values of the agent, and the agent
works in any given period if the expected payment is greater than the cost. The
upper bound increases with the discount factor, the persistence of the states, and the
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informativeness of the outcomes. If the discount factor, the persistence of the states,
or the informativeness of the outcomes is small, the principal can approximate his
first best payoff with a contract that is stationary from the second period.
In Section 1.5, I consider a special case in which the states correspond to the
outcomes of working. First, I consider contracts that induce the agent to work in
every period. The main result is that the upper bound on informational rents from
Section 1.4 turns out to be the lower bound on the rent also. Hence, the cost-
minimizing contract that induces the agent to work in every period is stationary from
the second period. The deterministic mapping from the states to the outcomes turns
out to be a necessary condition for a history-independent contract to be optimal.
Section 1.6 provides further results on the form of the second best contract in
the case studied in Section 1.5. The main result is that the second best resembles a
tenure system. The agent is paid nothing during the probationary period, and once
the agent is paid, the principal never takes his outside option again. By backloading
the payment, the principal can provide better incentives to the agent, and he can
offer a continuation contract with a higher expected outcome. The principal doesn't
benefit from backloading the payment only if he is already inducing the agent to work
in every period, and therefore, once the agent is getting paid, he is tenured, and the
principal never takes his outside option again. The second best contract also becomes
stationary after the agent is tenured. Since the principal never takes his outside
option again, lie can offer the cost-minimizing contract as the continuation contract.
When the state variable is whether or not working will produce a good outcome,
the cost-minimizing contract is stationary from the second period, and the second
best contract becomes stationary. The principal's information changes over time, but
if the principal uses his information, the agent can deviate and create information
asymmetry; the principal is better off by commiting not to use his information.
The chapter also considers what happens in the limit as the discount factor goes
to one. Here, I show that the principal can approximate his first-best payoff when the
discount factor is close to one. The proof of the result is not based on computing the
second best contract. Instead, I just note that the principal could employ a review
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strategy with a sufficiently long block so that the probability of meeting the ergodic
distribution by working in every period is close to one. Having a lump sum transfer
and continuing with the contract when the agent meets the quota, the principal can
ensure that the agent works in every period. When the discount factor is close to
one, the principal's payoff from each block gets arbitrarily close to his first best payoff
with a sufficiently high probability, and the principal can approximate his first best
payoff.
The informational aspect of the rent in my chapter is related to the ratchet effect
in dynamic adverse selection. Including Laffont and Tirole (1988), there have been
numerous papers on ratchet effect. In these papers, the principal cannot commit to
a long term contract, and there is much pooling in the first period. The principal
can commit to a long term contract in my model, but if the principal were to use
his information, the agent can deviate and create information asymmetry between
the principal and the agent. The persistence of the states leads to the informational
component of the agent's action, and the rent is informational.
The second best takes a particular form in my model: after a probationary pe-
riod, the agent is tenured, and the continuation contract becomes stationary. The
probationary period of the second best contract shares similarities with Chassang
(2010). Fong and Li (2010) also find that the optimal contract has a probationary
phase. In these papers, the principal cannot commit to a long term contract and the
environment is i.i.d., whereas in my model, the principal can commit to a long term
contract, and the states are partially persistent. The stationarity of the continuation
contract after tenure is related to the literature on sticky wages. In Townsend (1982),
long-term contracts and inefficient tie-iris can be optimal under private information.
The stationary payments of the second best of my model shows that the stationarity
of a long-term contract is not necessarily because of enforcement costs.
The first best approximation under little discounting is related to folk theorem
results. Review strategies are first introduced by Radner (1981, 1985), and Fudenberg,
Holmstrom and Milgrorn (1990) show conditions under which the first best can be
approximated with short term contracts. Other papers on the approximation of the
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first best include Rubinstein (1979), Rubinstein and Yaari (1983), and Dutta and
Radner (1994).
Another paper on repeated moral hazard in which the outcome carries information
about both the agent's effort and the future profitability is DeMarzo and Sannikov
(2011). Their model is in continuous time, and the firm's fundamental evolves over
time according to a Brownian motion.
Lastly, there is also literature on dynamic adverse selection with persistent private
information. With partially persistent types, the optimal contract is often history-
contingent, but the principal achieves efficiency in the limit. Papers with Markovian
types include Battaglini (2005) and Athey and Bagwell (2008). Battaglini (2005)
considers consumers with Markovian types, and Ahtey and Bagwell (2008) study
collusion with persistent private shocks. Escobar and Toikka (2010) show the folk
theorem result with Markovian types and communication.
The rest of the chapter is organized as the following. Section 1.2 describes the
model, and one and two period examples are described in Section 1.3. Section 1.4
discusses the informational rent. Section 1.5 discusses the special case when the
states correspond to the outcomes of working, and I characterize the second best of
the special case in Section 1.6. The first best approximation is considered in Section
1.7. Section 1.8 concludes.
1.2 Model
The principal hires the agent over an infinite horizon t = 1, 2, The common
discount factor is 3 < 1, and the principal can commit to a long term contract.
Each period, the agent can work or shirk, and the outcome is either 1 or 0, which
I call the good outcome and the bad outcome. Shirking costs nothing to the agent,
but it produces the bad outcome with probability 1. Work costs c > 0 to the agent,
but it produces a good outcome with some probability. The probability of the good
outcome depends on the state. The agent's action is unobservable to the principal,
and the principal only observes the outcome.
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There are two states, the good state (state 1) and the bad state (state 2). Through-
out the chapter, the subscript 1 refers to the good state, and the subscript 2 refers
to the bad state. The probability of the good outcome is PH in the good state, and
it is PL in the bad state. The probability is strictly higher in the good state than in
the bad state, and 0 < PL < PH < 1. The state is unobservable to both parties. The
states follow an irreducible Markov chain with positive persistence. Specifically, let
M be the Markov transition matrix for the state transition with entries
Mi = Pr(st+1 = J | st = i),
where st is the state in period t. The next assumption states that the states are
partially persistent.
Assumption 1.1 (Persistence). The Markov matrix M for the state transition sat-
isfies
det M > 0,7 0 < Mij < 1, Vi, j
The positive persistence of the states is captured by the condition det M > 0.
The determinant of the Markov matrix is
det M =M 1 1 M 22 - M 12M 21
= M1(1 - M 21) - (1 - Mu1 )M 2 1
= M1 - M 2 1 .
Since MA11 and M 21 are the probabilities of the good state after the good state and
the bad state, respectively, the determinant is the difference in the probabilities of
being in the good state. When the states have positive persistence, the probability
of being in the good state is strictly higher after being in the good state than after
being in the bad state. Note also that I'm assuming that there is always a positive
probability of transiting from state i to state j, for all i, j = 1, 2, which implies that
the Markov chain is irreducible.
The principal can take an outside option in any period, but in the first best, the
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principal wants the agent to work in every period. Let 7r' be the principal's prior
on the state at the beginning of period t. -r' is a vector of beliefs, and 7r' is the
probability that the state in period t will be state i. I assume that the inital prior
irl satisfies M 21 < 7r' < Mrl. Then, for all t > 1, we have M 21 < 7rt < Mr1 . Let u
be the payoff to the principal from his outside option. I assume that the payoff to
the agent is zero if the principal takes his outside option. The following assumption
says that it is efficient to have the agent work for any given prior on the state. I also
assume that taking the outside option is better than not inducing the agent to work,
which implies that if the principal doesn't want the agent to work in a given period,
the principal takes his outside option.
Assumption 1.2 (Efficiency). The parameters M, c, pH, PL and u are such that
M21pH + M22PL - c > U > 0.
Both the principal and the agent are risk-neutral, and the agent is subject to
limited liability. There are three constraints to consider, IR, IC and limited liability.
IR means that in period 1, the agent receives at least the payoff from his outside
option in expectation by participating in the contract. Limited liability requires that
the agent receives non-negative payments. I normalize the outside option of the agent
to zero, and IR is implied by the IC constraint and limited liability. The IC constraint
has to be satisfied at every node at which the principal wants the agent to work. I
assume that if indifferent between working and shirking, the agent chooses to work.
Throughout the chapter, ht refers to the outcome in period t. When the principal
takes the outside option, I denote it by ht = -1. The history ht is the sequence of
outcomes up to period t, and I denote it by h' = hi .. . ht. The initial history is an
empty set and is denoted by h0 = ho 0. ht j hk refers to the history that ht is
followed by hk.
In the first best, if the actions of the agent were observable, the principal can
pay the cost if and only if the agent works. However, the states and the actions are
unobservable, and the principal only observes the outcomes. A contract specifies the
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principal's decisions to take his outside option and history-contingent payments w(h')
for all histories ht .
1.3 One and Two Period Examples
This section describes the one and two period examples of the model. The main
observation these models bring out is that an informational rent arises when the
principal wants the agent to work in both periods. The informational rent doesn't
exist in the one period example, but it arises in the two period example when the
principal wants the agent to work in both periods. The rent is proportional to the
discount factor and the persistence of the states. When the discount factor is low, it
can be optimal to have the agent work in every period, and the optimal contract is
independent of the history.
1.3.1 One Period
In this section, I consider the case when the principal hires the agent for one period
and show that the principal can leave no rent to the agent.
Let r = (7r1, 7r2) be the common prior; 7F1 is the probability of the good state. Since
the principal only observes the outcome, and not the action of the agent, lie offers
payments w(O) and w(1) as a function of the outcome. The agent's IC constraint is
given by
-C + ( PH w(1) + (1 PH))(0)>(0)
\PL \ PL
The agent is subject to limited liability, and this imposes
w(0) > 0, w(1) > 0.
The optimal contract for the principal is to provide
w(0) = 0, W(1) =c
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The expected rent to the agent is
-C + T PH W()+( FPH- WO)=
\PL / \PL /
and the agent receives zero rent in the one period model.
1.3.2 Two Periods
In this section, I consider the two period example of the model. I note that the
principal has to leave an informational rent to the agent if he wants the agent to work
in both periods. The rent is proportional to the discount factor and the persistence of
the states. For low discount factors, it can be optimal to leave the rent and have the
agent work in both periods. The principal can provide a history-independent contract
to have the agent work in both periods.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose the principal wants the agent to work in both periods. The
rent to the agent is bounded from below by
oc det M 1 2(PH - PL)2
71(1 -PH)j 2 (PH
\1-p| \PL)
where
~2 (1 -~~PH) 1 (1-PL)
1l(I-PH) ' wl(1-PH)
\1--pL \1-pL
is the principal's prior in the beginning of period 2 after the bad outcome in period 1.
Proof. We have the following expressions for the priors in the beginning of period 2.
After the good outcome, the prior becomes
2 7 1PH 7T2PL )M.
7T1 (PH) ' 1 (PH)
PL PL
After the bad outcome, when the principal believes that the agent worked in the first
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period, his prior in the following period is
7r(1 - PH) 7r(l - PL)
1 (l-PH) 1 (1-PH)
\1-pL I \-pL
There are two IC constraints to consider in period 1. Denote by w(O), w(1), w(OO),
w(01), w(10) and w(11) the history-contingent payments. Also denote by R1 and Ro
the rents to the agent in period 2 after the good outcome and the bad outcome,
respectively. The rents are given by the following expressions:
R 1 = -c+7r2 (PHF2 -(2PH
\PL/ \PL/
Ro C+ k2 )W(11) + (I iF2 (PH)W(0)
Ro -cir2 (PH) W(l 1 2 (PH
\PL/ \L/
The one-shot deviation of the agent is to shirk in period 1 and work again in
period 2. When the agent deviates and shirks in period 1, he doesn't update his
posterior after observing the outcome. The agent's prior in the beginning of period 2
is 7r1M. The IC constraint for the one-shot deviation is given by
- c+7I PH (w(1) + 8R 1 ) + (1 - -i PH )(w(0) + MR)
\PL/ \ PL)
> w(0) + (-c +-iKM PH w(01) + (1 - 7 1M PH M00)).
\PL/ \PL/)
The second IC constraint is for which the agent deviates twice in a row and shirks in
both periods. The IC constraint is given by
- C + 7r 1PH (w(1) + Ri) + (1 - ri PH)(w(0) + SRo)
\PL/ \PL/
> w(0) + ow(00).
On the other hand, the IC constraints for period 2 are the following: after the
good outcome, the IC constraint is
R1 ;> w(10),
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and after the bad outcome, the IC constraint is
Ro > w(00).
The second period IC constraint after the bad outcome is equivalent to
w(01) - w(00) > c
From the positive persistence of the states, we know that
-c + 7r1M PH w(01) + (1 - 1 M PH)w(00) > w(00)
PL) \PL/
whenever Ro > w(00) holds. Therefore, in period 1, it is sufficient to consider the
one-shot deviation of the agent.
The limited liability implies w(0) + Sw(00) > 0, and the first period IC constraint
for the one-shot deviation becomes
- c+7r H (w(1)+5Ri)+(1--i H )(w(0) + +R+)
\PL/ \PL
> w(0)+6(-c+7rM PH i(Oi) + (1- rM PH
\PL/ \ PL/)M0
w(0) + 6w(00) + 6(-c + 7rM PH(M01) w())
\L)
T M(PH
> 6c(-1 + P)
-fr PH
=cdet M? 1?72 (PH - PL 2
7r 1(1-P")F2 (PH)
Proposition 1.1 shows that the IC constraint and the limited liability imply a
minimum rent to the agent when the principal wants the agent to work in both
periods. Note that the bound on the rent is proportional to the discount factor and
the persistence of the states. If the states were iid, i.e., det M = 0 or PH = PL, the
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principal can have the agent work in both periods and leave no rent.
Note also that the rent to the agent depends on the payments in the second period
after the bad outcome. The payments in the second period after the good outcome
doesn't matter for the minimum rent to the agent. When the agent deviates, the
principal believes that the agent worked but the outcome is bad; the principal offers
the payments in the second period as if the outcome of working was bad in the
first period, and the agent's continuation value after deviation is determined by the
payments in the second period after the bad outcome.
Proposition 1.1 shows that there exists a lower bound on the rent the principal
has to leave in order to have the agent work in both periods. In Proposition 1.2, I
show that the lower bound is tight, and I also show a possible form of the contract
the principal can provide.
Proposition 1.2. Suppose the principal wants the agent to work in both periods. The
principal can achieve the minimum rent by offering the identical contract in period 2
independent of the outcome in period 1:
w(O) = w(00) = w(10) = 0,
C
w (1) =
w(11) w(01) =
where
S (1 -PH) 7 1 PL)_
7 ( )1-PH ' 7'1f -PH)
is the principal's prior in the beginning of period 2 after the bad outcome in period 1.
The contract in Proposition 1.2 is one of the many contracts that the principal
can provide to attain the lower bound on the rent. Since both the principal and the
agent are risk-neutral, the principal can always delay the payment and pay the agent
later. The above contract is nice because of the stationarity and the simplicity. The
principal makes positive payments only for the good outcome, and in particular, the
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payments in the second period are independent of the outcome in the first period.
The principal is leaving the rent to the agent because the deviation of the agent leads
to information asymmetry between the principal and the agent, and one way to take
care of the information asymmetry is to provide identical payments in the second
period, regardless of the outcome in the first period.
Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 assume that the principal wants the agent to
work in both periods. I will next show what happens when the principal takes his
outside option in some periods. Since the outside option is inefficient, the principal
incurs a loss in outcome by taking his outside option. However, depending on the
timing of the outside option, the principal can prevent the information asymmetry
from the agent's deviation and therefore, reduce the rent to the agent.
If the principal takes his outside option in period 2 after the good outcome, the
IC constraint in period 1 doesn't change. The principal has to leave just as much
rent as he would if the agent were to work in period 2 after the good outcome. Since
the outside option is inefficient, the principal won't take his outside option after the
good outcome.
On the other hand, if the principal takes his outside option in period 2 after
the bad outcome, the principal doesn't have to leave the rent to the agent. The IC
constraint in period 1 becomes
-c + 1( riPH)(w(1) + Ri) + (1 -i H) )(w(O) +31k) ; w(0),
and Ro = 0. By offering the following contract, the principal leaves no rent to the
agent:
w(0) w(10) = 0,
w (1) c
w ( (PH)'
zv(11) c
?TIn(PH)~
21
where
2 __ 1 PH 
1I2 PL
71 (PH 7F1 PH
is the prior of the principal in the beginning of period 2 after the good outcome in
period 1.
The principal also leaves no rent to the agent if he takes his outside option in period
1. When the principal takes his outside option in period 1, period 2 is identical to
the one period model with prior 7riM, and the agent gets no rent.
If the principal mixes the continuation contracts, it has the same effect as taking
the linear combination of the IC constraints, and it convexifies the set of payoffs.
Therefore, the agent gets a rent only if the principal wants him to work in period
1 and also in period 2 after the bad outcome in period 1 with a strictly positive
probability.
However, if the discount factor is small for the given persistence of the states,
it can be optimal to have the agent work in both periods and leave the rent. The
amount of outcome the principal loses by taking his outside option in period 1 is
PL)
If he takes his outside option in period 2 after the good or bad outcomes in period 1,
it is
67 1 (PH) _ +F2 PH U
\PL/ \PL)
and
67 1 PH) (C+ 2 (PH) )
- PL PL
respectively.
If the loss in outcome is greater than the rent to the agent, the principal will
choose to have the agent work in both periods and leave the rent. This is the case if
6cdet Mr'172 (PH -PL2 < -C+7T1 PH U
F I(I-PH)2 2PH) PLI1-PL' kPL) XL
22
and
6c det M A1 2p ~ pL < 1 _C -~ pHk2 PH
c1J(1 -PH L2 PH) (I - PL) (PL)
These calculations show that the principal leaves the rent only if he wants the
agent to work in both periods. If the principal takes his outside option in the first
period or in the second period after the bad outcome, the principal can leave no rent
to the agent.
The above calculations also show that it can be optimal to have the agent work
both periods and leave him with the rent. Since the outside option is inefficient,
the principal incurs loss in outcome by taking the outside option, and if the loss in
outcome is greater than the rent to the agent, the principal prefers to leave the rent
and have the agent work in both periods.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose the parameters satisfy the following two inequalities:
-c + 71 (PH) _
5 < PL -
cdetM '1T (H-PL) 2 1
71((1 -P")*T2 (PH)
c det M X1 2p ~~ pL 2 1 H _ -- p k2 PH
T1 1--PH)2 (PH) 
-L pL
It is optimal to induce work in both periods and leave the rent to the agent. The
optimal contract is the contract given in Proposition 1.2. Otherwise, it is optimal to
take the outside option in some periods.
There are a few things to note here that will hold in the general model with the
infinite horizon.
Remark 1.1. The principal has to leave the rent only if he wants the agent to work
in both period 1 and period 2 after the bad outcome in period 1. Also, in the one
period example, the principal doesn't have to leave the rent. This shows that the rent
is an informational rent; the principal is leaving the rent because the agent's deviation
leads to a different prior in the following period.
Remark 1.2. The minimum rent is proportional to the discount factor and the per-
sistence of the states. When the environment is i.i.d., the principal can leave no rent
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and have the agent work in both periods.
Remark 1.3. The composition of the continuation value in period 2 after the bad
outcome matters for the IC constraint in period 1. After the good outcome in period
1, only the continuation value matters, and the composition of it in period 2 doesn't
matter.
Remark 1.4. If the principal wants the agent to work in both periods, he can offer a
history-independent contract. The principal's prior in the second period depends on
the outcome, but the contract doesn't depend on the principal's information.
1.4 Informational Rent in the Infinite Horizon Model
This section discusses the general model with an infinite horizon. As was the case
with the two-period model, the informational rent arises in this environment. In this
section, I provide upper and lower bounds on the informational rent. If the discount
factor, the persistence of the states or the informativeness of the outcome is small,
the principal can approximate his first-best payoff.
Before discussing the IC constraints of the agent, I will first define two notations.
Let P(ht Li hk ht, 7r) be the conditional probability of history h' U hk given ht when
the prior on the states in the period after ht is -r and the agent works in every period
in which the principal doesn't take his outside option. Note that 7r is the prior on the
states in the period following ht. The principal updates his posterior given history
ht, and the posterior needs to be multiplied by the Markov matrix M as it transits
to the following period.
The second notation is V(ht, 7r). A contract specifies history-contingent payments,
w(ht) for all histories ht. V(ht, 7r) is the agent's continuation value from working in
every period when the continuation contract is conditional on the history ht and Tr is
the prior on the states in the period following ht:
V(h t ,7r) = 6kEu(ht Li hk),
k=O hk
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where u(ht Li hk) is the expected payoff from working after htL hk. Formally, u(ht Lihk)
is given by
u(h' Li hk) =q(h' Li hk )(-P(h' L hkIh', 7r)c + P(h' U hklIh',r)w(h' U hkl)
+ P(h' Li hkoh', -r)w(h' u hk0)),
where the principal takes his outside option with probability 1- q(htLi hk) after hiuhk.
Consider the IC constraints of the agent in period t given history ht-. Let ir'
be the prior on the states. The agent can deviate for T periods before he starts
working again, and there is an infinite sequence of IC constraints. The IC constraint
for deviating for T periods is
T
V(h t- 1, t) > 6k- lq(ht-1 L hk- 1)w(ht-1 Lj hk) + 6TV(ht-1 u AT ,t tMT),
k= 1
where ho = 0 and h Lj hk, 1 < k < T, are defined by
ht__-- 0 if the agent is induced to work but shirks,S-1 if the principal takes his outside option.
When the agent deviates, it has two effects. The first effect is the outcome con-
sequence; by shirking in period t, the agent produces the bad outcome, and the
continuation contract corresponds to the bad outcome in period t. The second effect
is the information asymmetry between the principal and the agent. Since the states
are unobservable, the principal and the agent have priors on the states. When the
principal believes that the agent worked in a given period, the principal updates his
prior after observing the outcome. However, if the agent deviates in period t, the
agent doesn't update his prior after observing the bad outcome. In period t + 1, the
principal and the agent have different priors on the state; when the principal believes
that the agent worked in period t, the bad outcome lowers the prior on the good state,
and the agent assigns strictly higher probability on the good state than the principal
does.
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In the IC constraints of the agent, the agent receives the payments for the bad
outcomes while he deviates. After deviating for T periods, the continuation contract
is the one for the history ht- L jhT. The second effect, the information asymmetry, is
captured by the term ,rtMT. The updating of the priors and the Markov transition
preserve the ordering of the priors, and once the agent deviates, in all future periods,
he assigns a weakly higher probability to the good state than the principal does.
After each history ht-1, there is a sequence of IC constraints for the agent. If the
principal wants the agent to work, all the IC constraints have to be satisfied, and the
maximum continuation value of all possible deviations is the rent the agent gets by
working in period t.
Proposition 1.4. After history h'-l, the rent for the agent is bounded from below by
T
max[( Sk- q(h' u hk- Il)w(ht 1 Ek) + 6TV(ht-l w NT, ,rMT)],
T>1 k=1
where 7st is the prior given history ht-1, and the principal takes his outside option
with probability 1 - q(ht Li hk) after hIt j hk. h0 = 0 and h - Lj hk,1 < k < T, are
defined by
ht-1+k 0 if the agent is induced to work but shirks,
-1 if the principal takes his outside option.
Proposition 1.4 shows that there is a lower bound on the rent to the agent. On
the other hand, the principal can attain an upper bound on the informational rent
by offering the following contract:
w(ht1) = ,lc ,, , w(ht0) = 0, Vt ;> 0,
where ,rt+1 is the prior on the states given history ht = .
When the contract is stationary, the payments don't depend on the history of the
outcomes, and the information asymmetry between the principal and the agent has
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no effect on the continuation contract. As long as the expected payment in the given
period is above the cost, the agent is willing to work. Since iT assigns the lowest
probability on the good state among the priors that can arise after any history of the
outcomes of t -1 periods, the above contract provides enough incentives for the agent
to work in every period. The expected rent to the agent is bounded from above by
>t (c ptt (H
=Zot1(-c+ r1Mt-i PH c
00
<Z 6t(-c+7r1Mt PH c
-pL M27 (H )t=2\PPL
c 5det M 6
M 2 (PH)1 - 6detM (PH - PL) ( 21 + 7-
Note that the upper bound is zero when the states are i.i.d.. The principal can
induce working in every period and leave no rent to the agent.
When the discount factor is small for the given parameters, or when the persis-
tence of the states or the informativeness of the outcomes is small, the principal can
approximate his first best payoff by offering the stationary contract.
Proposition 1.5. There exists an upper bound on the rent given by
c 6 det M
M 2 (PH) 1 - 6 det M
Given e > 0, there exists S such that for 6 < 3, the principal can approximate his first
best payoff by e with a contract that is stationary from period 2. Conversely, for given
6, there exists D and A, such that if det M < D or pH/pL <Ap, the principal can
approximate his first best payoff with a contract that is stationary from period 2.
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1.5 States as Outcomes: Stationary Contracts as
Cost-Minimizing Contracts
This section discusses the case in which the states correspond to the outcomes of
working. The good state is in which work produces the good outcome, and work
produces the bad outcome in the bad state. In this environment, the cost-minimizing
contract that induces the agent to work in every period can be stationary, and the
principal can offer a constant payment for the good outcome and minimize the rent
to the agent. I obtain a tight lower bound on the rent to the agent when the principal
wants the agent to work in every period, and the lower bound increases with the
discount factor and the persistence of the states. The second best contracts are always
fully history-contingent, and the stationary contracts are not optimal in general, but
I'll show in Section 1.6 that the stationary contract is part of the second best contract.
When the states correspond to the outcomes of working, the mapping from the
states to the outcomes is deterministic. If the states were observable, the principal
would know the outcome of working from the state. Having a constant prior means
that the states are distributed i.i.d. in every period. However, when the states follow
a Markov matrix, the prior after the good outcome is M1 = (M, M 12 ) and the
prior after the bad outcome is M 2 = (M 21 , M 22 ). This implies that work produces
the good outcome with probability Mn after the good outcome, and it produces
the good outcome with probability M 21 after the bad outcome. Having different
probabilities MN11 > M 21 precisely captures the persistence of the outcomes of working.
An alternative interpretation would be that the good state follows a good outcome in
which work is productive with probability M11; the bad state follows a bad outcome,
and work is productive with probability M 2 1 < Mi.
Consider an agent who is in charge of making an innovation. The agent's effort
will be productive if an innovation is available, and it will be unproductive if an
innovation is unavailable. The good state then will be the state in which an innovation
is available, and the bad state is when it is not. Since the states are unobservable,
the principal and the agent will have priors on the states from the previous outcome
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and whether the agent has worked or not, and the priors are the probabilities that
they think work will produce a good outcome. Other examples can be modeled in a
similar way.
When the states correspond to the outcomes of working, the cost-minimizing
contract to have the agent work in every period can be completely stationary from
the second period. The principal can offer a constant payment for the good outcome
and minimize the rent to the agent.
Proposition 1.6. Suppose PH 1 ,pL = 0. If the principal wants the agent to work
in every period, a cost-minimizing contract is to provide
w(1) = l, w(0) = 0,
w(ht1) = c , w(ht0) = 0, Vh, t > 1.
M 2 1
Before proving Proposition 1.6, I will first characterize the lower bound on the
rent to the agent when the principal wants him to work in every period. The proof
of Proposition 1.6 follows by showing that the principal attains the lower bound with
the stationary contract.
Proposition 1.7. Suppose PH 1, PL = 0. If the principal wants the agent to work
in every period, the average rent to the agent is bounded from below by
S det MNIr
c(6 + (1 - 6) ).
1 - 6detM M 21
Proof of Proposition 1.7. Consider the IC constraint for the one-shot deviation after
history h'. When the states correspond to the outcomes of working, the prior on the
state is completely determined by the state in the previous period. In particular,
the prior on the state after the good outcome is Mi = (M 1 1 , M 12 ), and the prior
after the bad outcome believing that the agent worked in the previous period is
M 2 = (M 21 , M 22 ). Therefore, any subgame after the good outcome is identical, and
any subgame after the bad outcome is also identical.
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If the principal wants the agent to work in every period, he doesn't take his outside
option after any history ht. The IC constraint for the one-shot deviation is given by
- c + rt+ > w(hO) + 6(-c + rt+1M
V - V2 > c +6odet M(V/- V),7 1
where 7+1 is the principal's prior after ht and V1 is the sum of the present compen-
sation and the continuation value after W V2 , V/' and V are defined similarly for
htO, h'01 and hOO.
Let Vt, VI be the sum of the present compensation and the continuation value
after ht = 1 and h = 0... . We have the following set of IC constraints:
tl1 t
V 1 -V 2 1 > c+6detM(V,2-V 22),71
V t - V t > + det M(V+1 - V+'), Vt > 2.
M21
From Proposition 1.5, the IC constraint and the limited liability condition, we know
that Vjt - V2t is bounded for all t under an optimal contract, and summing over the
IC constraints, we get
VtV> - 1 Vt > 2
-
M 21 1 - tdetM'
V 21 ~ c c 
det M
71 M21 1 - 6 det M'
Together with
VI - w(. 0) + -c + M 21 V+1l + M 22 V+ 1)
> t(-c + M 2 1(Vt +1- 1) + Vf+1),Vt > 1
we have
- 1 - 6 6( M Vtl)
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and
6 6 det M
- 1- - 1 - 6detM
The average rent to the agent is bounded from below by
(1 - 6)(-c + 7rV' + 7rV 21)
(1 - 6)(-c +7rl(Vl' - V2) + V21)
c c F det M 6 6 det M
-r1 + M 21 1 -l det M 1 - 6 1 - 6 det Mc)
cdet + (1 -6) -Fl).
1 - 6detM M21
From Proposition 1.7, we can show Proposition 1.6 as the following.
Proof of Proposition 1.6. When the principal offers a stationary contract, in any pe-
riod following a history ht, the agent chooses to work as long as
-C + grt+1 (w(ht1)) > w(ht0).
w(ht0)) -
The agent's IC constraints become myopic because there is no gain in creating infor-
mation asymmetry. If the principal offers a constant payment for the good outcome,
the payment is unaffected by the principal's prior, and the continuation value after a
deviation is the same as the continuation value on the equilibrium path. Therefore,
in deciding whether to work or shirk, the agent only cares about the payment in the
current period, and as long as the expected payoff from working is greater than the
payment for the bad outcome, the agent chooses to work.
The contract specified in Proposition 1.6 provides the following constant payments:
w(htl) = c , w(h tO) = 0, Vht, t > 1.
M21
Since the agent's prior on the state satisfies 7r' ;> M21, the agent's IC constraints are
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satisfied after any history ht, t > 1. In period 1, the principal pays
w(1) 
- , w(O) = 0,
and again, the agent chooses to work.
To show the optimality of the contract, we need to show that the rent to the agent
is minimized with this contract. Under the specified contract, the agent gets rent if
and only if the outcome in the previous period is good, and in each of those periods,
he gets
det Mc
-c + Muw(ht l)=
M21
The probability of a good outcome in period t given the initial prior 7r is
and the average rent to the agent under the contract is
S1 det Mc _ det Mc r(1 -6) o7riM =(o +(1 - 6) )-
0 M21 1 - ldetM M 2 1
which is the lower bound on the rent to the agent given in Proposition 1.7. Therefore,
the principal can attain the lower bound on the rent with a stationary contract,
and the cost-minimizing contract to have the agent work in every period can be
stationary. l
Proposition 1.6 shows that the cost-minimizing contract that induces the agent to
work in every period can be made to be stationary when the state variable is whether
working will produce a good outcome. I'll show in Section 1.6 that the stationary
contract is a part of the second best, but the next two propositions show that sta-
tionary contracts are not optimal more generally: the assumption of a deterministic
mapping from states to outcomes is needed, and even under the deterministic map-
ping, the principal prefers to take his outside option after an enough number of bad
outcomes. First, Proposition 1.8 shows that in order for an optimal contract to be
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history-independent, it is necessary that the mapping from the states to the out-
comes is deterministic. I define the history-independent contracts as contracts with
payments of the following form:
w(h t l) = wt (1), Vh t ,
w(h'O) = wt (0), Vht.
Proposition 1.8. The second best contract can be independent of the history only if
the following condition holds:
PH = LPL = 0.
The proof of Proposition 1.8 goes as the following. When a contract is history-
independent, the agent's IC constraints become myopic since there is no gain from
creating information asymmetry. As long as the expected payoff from working in the
given period is greater than the payment for the bad outcome, the agent chooses to
work. Then the principal can adjust the payments after some histories, and by front-
loading the payments for which the IC constraints don't bind, the principal can keep
the continuation value constant while reducing the deviation payoff of the agent. It
allows the principal to lower the payments after some histories and reduce the rent.
The only exception is when PH = 1, PL = 0 and the principal doesn't benefit from
front-loading the payment.
The next proposition shows that in the special case with PH -1, PL = 0, the
principal wants to take his outside option after some histories. Together with Propo-
sition 1.8, the proposition shows that the second best contracts in the general model
will be fully history-contingent and the stationary contracts are not optimal.
Proposition 1.9. Suppose PH = 1, PL = 0. There exists to > 0 such that for any
6 > 0, a contract that involves taking the outside option after to bad outcomes since
period 1 gives a strictly higher payoff to the principal than the cost-minimizing contract
that induces working in every period.
The proof of Proposition 1.9 consists of two steps. The first step is to show that
for PH = 1, PL = 0, it is sufficient to consider the one-shot deviations of the agent.
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When the IC constraints for the one-shot deviations are satisfied, the agent doesn't
deviate more than once at a time, and all IC constraints are satisfied.
The second step is to show that by taking the outside option after some history,
the principal can lower the payments to the agent leading up to the specified history.
If the principal takes his outsidse option after to bad outcomes from period 1, the
principal can lower the payments w(O.. . 0 1) for 0 < k < to. When the reduction
k
in the rent is greater than the loss in outcome from taking the outside option, the
principal prefers to take the outside option after h'o = 0... o
to
The number of bad outcomes before the principal takes his outside option holds
uniformly for all discount factors 6. Given the Markov matrix M, there exists to such
that for any discount factor 6, taking the outside option after to bad outcomes strictly
dominates inducing the agent to work in every period.
1.6 Second Best: Optimality of Tenure Contracts
This section characterizes the second best contracts in the same special case of the
model studied in Section 1.5: I assume that the state variable is whether or not the
project will succeed in period t. I show that in this case, the second best contracts
take the form of a tenure system. The agent is paid nothing during the probationary
period, and once the principal makes the positive payment, the agent is tenured,
and the principal never takes his outside option again. There is no loss of generality
in assuming that the principal makes positive payments only for the good outcome,
and after two periods since the initial payments, the principal can offer a stationary
contract. I also provide a recursive formulation to decide how long the probationary
period lasts and what the initial payment is.
The first result of this section is that the second best contracts take the form of a
tenure system. During the probationary period, the continuation value of the agent
and the decision to take the outside option depends on the history of the outcomes,
but the agent is paid nothing during this period. Once the principal makes a positive
payment, the agent is tenured, and the principal never takes his outside option again.
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Proposition 1.10. Suppose PH = 1 ,PL = 0. Under the second best contract, once
the principal makes a positive payment, the principal never takes his outside option
again. For any history ht such that w(ht) > 0, the principal induces work after history
h' u hk Vhk k > 0.
The proof of Proposition 1.10 relies on the next proposition and the fact that the
composition of the continuation value after the good outcome doesn't matter for the
agent's IC constraints.
Proposition 1.11. Suppose PH = 1 , PL = 0. In characterizing the second best, there
is no loss of generality in restricting attention to contracts under which the principal
makes positive payments only for the good outcome.
The proof of Proposition 1.11 is in the appendix.
Proof of Proposition 1.10. Given a contract, let R and L be the rent and the loss in
outcome under the contract. L is defined to be
L = (1 - 6 )(YFB -
where YFB is the expected discounted sum of the outcome in the first best, and Y is
the expected discounted sum of the outcome under the given contract.
Consider the space of (R, L) for the initial prior 7r. I allow the principal to ran-
domize continuation contracts, and the set of all feasible (R, L) is a convex set. In
particular, there is a one to one mapping
f : [0, L,] -+ [0, oo)
such that the set of feasible (R, L) is given by
XT -- {( R, L)|R > f(L),0 < L < L,}
and
CO
L, = (1 - 6) 6k- 1(-c + iAl k-( -
k=1
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is the expected loss in outcome from taking the outside option forever.
From Proposition 1.7, we know that
6 det Mc - 1ri
1 - SdetM M21
is the minimum rent to the agent under the cost-minimizing contract. From the fact
that X, is convex, we also know that f(.) is strictly decreasing in L.
Since both the principal and the agent are risk-neutral, the principal can always
delay the payment. Suppose the principal makes a positive payment for h' under
the second best contract. From Proposition 1.11, we can assume that the principal
makes the positive payment for a good outcome, and ht = 1. After the good outcome,
only the sum of the present compensation and the continuation value matters for the
agent's IC constraint, and the principal can replace the continuation contract. Instead
of paying w(ht) and continuing with V(h', M 1 ), the principal can offer Cv(ht) = 0 and
V(h t , M1 ) =-w(ht) + V(h t , M1 ).
If V(h t , M1 ) < f(0), we get
f - 1(V(h t , M1 )) < f - 1(V(h t , M1 )).
The principal can replace the continuation contract with a contract with a lower L,
and the principal's payoff strictly increases.
Therefore, if the principal makes a positive payment under the second best con-
tract, he doesn't gain from delaying that payment, which means that the agent's
continuation value V(ht, M 1) is at least as big as the minimum rent under the cost-
minimizing contract; the principal doesn't lose anything in outcome under the con-
tinuation contract. The principal never takes his outside option after he makes a
positive payment. D
Proposition 1.10 and 1.11, together with Proposition 1.6, imply that the principal
can restrict attention to the following form of contracts.
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Proposition 1.12. Suppose PH = 1 , PL = 0. There is no loss of generality in re-
stricting attention to the following contracts: suppose the principal makes a positive
payment for the first time after ht ht-11. In the following period, he offers
w(ht l) = , w (ho) 0,
Mn
and the next period and on, he offers
w(ht Li hk1)= c ,w(ht L hk0) 0,Vhkk ;> 1.
Note that the contract becomes completely stationary after two periods since the
initial payment. In particular, we will observe that the principal makes the constant
payments for the good outcomes on the equilibrium path. The states are changing,
and the prior of the principal also changes over time, but it is optimal to commit
not to use his information and offer a stationary contract. We know from Section 1.5
that the second best contracts are fully history-contingent, and it is never optimal to
induce working in every period. However, the second best contracts turn out to be
history-contingent only until the agent is tenured. Once the agent is tenured, it is
optimal to induce working in every period, and the principal can offer a stationary
contract regardless of his information.
Proposition 1.12 allows us to offer a stationary contract after two periods since
the initial payment. Until the agent is tenured, the contract is history-contingent,
and the timing of the initial payment and the outside options depends on the history
of the outcomes. I will provide a recursive formulation to characterize the timing of
the initial payment and the outside options, but before doing so, I'll prove one more
proposition and a corollary on the dynamics of the continuation values.
I will call the periods before tenure probationary. The timing of the tenure is
history-contingent, and any history before the tenure is granted is probationary. Dur-
ing the probationary period, the agent's continuation value strictly increases after the
good outcome.
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Proposition 1.13. Suppose pH = 1 ,PL = 0. Given the history ht, let R and R1 be
the agent's continuation values after ht and htl, respectively. For any ht such that
htl is in the probationary period, we have
R < R1 .
Proof. From Assumption 2, the principal takes his outside option when the agent
is not induced to work. Therefore, any outcome is on the equilibrium path from
the principal's perspective, and the principal provides the payments specified in the
contract. In particular, after each good outcome, the continuation value of the agent
is exactly the amount the principal intends to provide under the contract.
During the probationary period, the agent is not paid anything. The agent's
continuation value R can be written as
R = -c+7r1 V1 +7 2 V2
< -c+ V
= -c+6R1
< R1,
where 7r is the prior on the states after h', and the first inequality follows from V > V2
under the optimal contract. E
Corollary 1.1. Suppose PH = LPL = 0. The second best contract never terminates
after a good outcome.
Proof. If the contract terminates, the agent's continuation value is zero. From R1 >
R > 0, the agent's continuation value is strictly positive after a good outcome, and
the contract doesn't terminate. 0
The recursive formulation consists of two steps. The first step is to characterize
the pairs of continuation values (V1, V2) with which the principal can induce working
in the given period. The second step incorporates the loss in outcome under a given
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contract. The principal chooses a contract that minimizes the sum of the rent to the
agent and the loss in outcome.
Proposition 1.14. Suppose PH 1, PL 0. The second best contract can be found
from the following two sets: S is the largest self-generating set
S = conv({(7r, V1 , V2 ) |BT > 0, (,r', V1', V2') E S such that
(i)7r' = M 2MT,
(ii)V2 - or+1(c +
1 - + 3r+1(det M)T+( V2
7r1
and
X, = conv({ (R, L)|3T > 0, (R1, L1) E Xm1 , (R 2 , L2) E XM2 such that
(ii)R 6T(-c + rR
(R2)
(iii)L = (1 - 6) k-1 (-c + 7M - ) + +1
k=1
(iv)(7r', 6R1, 6R 2) E S})
is generated from
Xm, and Xm 2
X 0 and X 0
are jointly determined as the limits of X", X2"
o det Mc-M
X = f{(R, 0)|R > R* 1- det M + (1 -6) M21 '
1 det MM2
X0 = {(R, 0)JR > R* 1det M '2 -2 1 - 6 det M'
where R* and R* are the rents to the agent under the cost-minimizing contracts for
priors M 1 and M 2 , and
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Xi+ =conv({(R, L) T 0, (R1, L1) ( X,(R2 , L 2) E X' such that
(i)r' MiMT,
(ii)R =T(-c + 67, R 1 >
(R2)
(iii)L (1 - 6) k- 1(-c + MiMk-1 ( ) + oT+17(
k=1
(i'v)(r', 6R 1 , 6R 2 ) E S}),
X 1 = conv({(R, L)|T 0, (R1 ,EL1) Xn,(R 2 ,L 2 ) E X such that
(i)7r' M 2 MT,
(ii)R 6T(-c + 6,, R1
(R2)
(iii)L (1 - ) Z 6k-(-c + M 2Mk-1 - ) + oT+1r(
(iv) (7r', 6R1, SR2) E S}).
The second best contract given the initial prior 7r is the one that minimizes R + L
such that (R, L) E X,.
Once we find (R, L) E X, that minimizes R+L, the contract can be constructed as
the following. Given (R, L) E X,, there exist T > 0, (R1 , L 1 ) E XmI, (R 2 , L 2 ) E XM 2
supporting (R, L). The principal takes the outside option for T periods, and after the
first period the agent is induced to work, the continuation contract is determined by
(R 1 , L 1 ) and (R 2 , L 2 ). If the outcome is good and R 1 < R*, the contract continues
with (R 1 , L 1 ). If the outcome is good and R 1 > R*, the agent is tenured and is paid
6(R 1 - R*) this period. The contract continues with (R*, 0), the contract specified
in Proposition 1.12. If the outcome is bad and 0 < R 2 < R*, the contract continues
with (R 2 , L 2 ). If the outcome is bad, but R2 = R*, the agent is tenured, and the
principal pays
w (ht1) =c ,w(ht0) = 0
M 2 1
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from the following period. If the outcome is bad and R 2 = 0, the contract terminates.
1.7 First Best Approximation
In this section, I discuss the first best approximation of the general model. As the
discount factor approaches one, the principal can get arbitrarily close to his first best
payoff.
Proposition 1.15. Given E > 0, there exists 6 such that for any 6 > S, the principal's
average per period payoff in the second best is within e of his first best payoff.
Consider the following review contract. The contract specifies a review block of
T periods, a quota and a lump sum transfer. A quota is on the number of successful
outcomes from the block. If the agent meets the quota, the principal pays the agent
the discounted sum of the outcome subtracted by the lump sum transfer at the end
of the review block, and the contract continues. If the agent fails to meet the quota,
the principal pays the agent the discounted sum of the outcome, and the contract
terminates.
First, consider the principal's payoff. Let s be the agent's strategy in the equi-
librium, p(s) be the minimum probability he meets the quota and X be the lump
sum transfer. In general, the probability the agent meets the quota with a strategy
depends on the prior on the state at the beginning of the review block, but we can
take the minimum of the probabilities over the priors. Then the principal's average
per period payoff is at least
(1 - 6)6T-1p(s)X(1 + 6Tp(s) +2p(s)2 +±---)
6T -1p(s)(1 
- 6)X
1 - ST p(s)
6T(1-ST)p(s) 1-6 X
1 -6Tp(s) 1 - ST 6
Since the states exhibit positive persistence, the expected discounted sum of the
outcome in the first best is the maximum when the pair starts with 7r1 = (1,0). Let
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be the average expected discounted sum of the outcome over the infinite horizon in
the first best when -F = (1,0). When the following two inequalities hold,
6(1 - oT)p(s) >
1 - 6Tp(s) - 2'
1 - 6 Xe
1 - T 6 > ) 2 C,
the principal's payoff is at least (1 - e)g - c > - c - C.
Roughly speaking, the first inequality says that the agent mneets the quota with
a high enough probability. The review block is sufficiently long to have p(s) close
to one. Then, there is also a lower bound on the discount factor so that 6T is close
to one. If the review block is too long for the given discount factor, the lump sum
transfer the principal gets at the end of the review block is discounted too much for
the principal's payoff to be close to his first best payoff. Therefore, thle review block
is sufficiently long to have a high probability of meeting the quota and yet not too
long for the given discount factor so that the principal's payoff is not discounted too
much.
The second inequality says that the lump sum transfer the principal gets on meet-
ing the quota is close to his first best payoff. The expected outcome in thle first best
in any given period increases with the prior the pair puts on the good state, and
together with the positive persistence, the expected discounted sum of the outcome
is maximum when they start believing they are in the good state. If the lump sum
transfer is above (1 - )g- c, it is above 1 - - times thle first best outcome for any
2~ X
initial prior, subtracted by the cost.
It remains to verify the agent's incentives that the agent will pass the quota with
p(s) close to one. Let V(7) be the agent's continuation value when the review block
starts with prior . Since the agent can always choose to work in every period, letting
s be the strategy of working in every period, we have
1 -6T1 -
V(7) > (1 - 6) (Y(7r) - c ) + orp(s)(E[V(f^r] - X),
long~ fo th ie icutfco ota h ricplspyf sntds ne o
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where Y(ir) is the expected discounted sum of the outcome from working in every
period from a block with the initial prior 7r, and f^ is the prior in the beginning of the
new block.
Let V be the minimum of V(7r) over all priors 7r. Together with the fact that Y(7r)
increases with -ri, we get the following inequality:
(1 - 6)(Y((O, 1)) - IT c) - oT p(s) I X
1 
- 6Tp(s)
If V > X, the agent always prefers to increase the probability of meeting the quota.
Since the principal pays the agent the discounted sum of the outcome, subtracted by
X on meeting the quota, the agent works in every period on the equilibrium path.
When the lump sum trasnfer is specified to
1 - 6T
X < 6(Y((O, 1)) - -),1 -6
the inequality V > LX is always satisfied. The last condition is to ensure that the
discounted sum of the outcome on meeting the quota is weakly greater than X so
that the principal can actually take away the lump sum transfer. A slightly stronger
condition is
Q>X,
where Q is the number of good outcomes for the quota.
Therefore, when a review contract satisfies
6T(I 
- p
1 - STp(s) 2'
1 T X ;> (1 - )g-c,2
1 - TX < (Y((O, 1)) - I 6
Q ; X,
the agent chooses to work in every period, and the principal's payoff is within e of his
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first best payoff.
By the uniform weak law of large numbers, the principal can find S such that for
any 6 > S, there exist Q and T that satisfy the above conditions.
The above contract sets the quota on the number of good outcomes. Alternatively,
we can set the quota directly on the discounted sum of the outcomes, which allows
the principal to approximate his first best payoff in a more general environment.
Generally speaking, we need the uniform weak law of large numbers for the discounted
sum rather than the time average.
Proposition 1.16. Let x0 E k be an initial condition and let {X,},;>1 be an R+-
valued stochastic process satisfying the following condition: there exists p such that for
given e > 0, there exists 60, To such that for every k, (x 0 , x 1 ,-- , xk), 6 > 6, T > To,
1 6 T
11 -6 6 F-4EXk+t]) - [l < 6
t=1
and
1-6 T
Pr(|1I - 6T (1: 6t-'Xk+t ) - P I > 6)<
t=1
When the outcome of working follows a stochastic process {X}, for given e > 0,
there exists 6 such that for 6 > S, the princpal's average per period payoff in the
second best is within E of his first best payoff.
The conditions in Proposition 1.16 say that the expected discounted sum of the
outcomes converges uniformly and the uniform weak law of large numbers holds.
A sufficient condition is that there are a finite number of states with an ergodic
distribution and the outcome of working is bounded. First-order Markov chains that
are irreducible and aperiodic have ergodic distributions, and we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 1.17. Suppose there are a finite number of states following an irre-
ducible, aperiodic first-order Markov chain. The outcome of working is bounded.
Given e > 0, there exists S such that for 6 > 3, the princpal's average per period
payoff in the second best is within e of his first best payoff.
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1.8 Conclusion
I study a model of principal-agent problem in a persistent environment in this chapter
and show that an informational rent arises when the states are partially persistent.
When the states are partially persistent, the agent's effort has both a payoff conse-
quence and informational value. If the principal believes that the agent worked this
period, the principal infers about the state by observing the outcome, and the agent's
deviation leads to a lower outcome and information asymmetry between the principal
and the agent. Following a deviation, the agent assigns weakly higher probabilities
to the good state than the principal does in all future periods, and the principal has
to provide the maximum of all deviation payoffs the agent can get.
When the states correspond to the outcomes of working, the second best con-
tract resembles a tenure system. In this environment, the principal makes positive
payments only for the good outcome, and after the good outcome, only the sum of
the present compensation and the continuation value matters for the agent's IC con-
straint. If the principal makes a positive payment after some history and takes his
outside option with a positive probability under the continuation contract, the prin-
cipal can backload the payment and replace the continuation contract with a contract
with a higher expected payoff to the principal. The principal doesn't benefit from
backloading the payment only if he is already inducing the agent to work in every
period under the continuation contract. Therefore, if the agent is paid, the principal
never takes his outside option again, and the agent is tenured.
After the agent is tenured, the principal offers the cost-minimizing contract, which
is stationary from the second period. When the states correspond to the outcomes
of working, we can express the deviation payoffs of the agent by his continuation
values on the equilibrium path, without having to keep track of all future payments.
If the principal uses his information to reduce the rent, the agent can deviate and
get a positive rent from the one-shot deviation. One way to prevent the deviation is
to always provide the payments as if the previous state was bad, and the stationary
contract minimizes the rent to the agent.
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For discount factors close to one, the principal can approximate his first best pay-
off. The contract combines the review contracts and the residual claimant argument.
At the end of each review block, the agent is paid the discounted sum of the outcome
from the block, subtracted by a lump sum transfer if he meets the quota. The princi-
pal and the agent continue with the contract only if the agent meets the quota, and
the lump sum transfer is chosen so that the agent chooses to work in every period.
The principal can use the law of large numbers to ensure that the agent meets the
quota with a high probability by working in every period. The law of large numbers
also allows the lump sum transfer to be close to the principal's payoff in the first best,
and the principal's payoff gets arbitrarily close to his first best payoff as the discount
factor goes to one.
In this chapter, I assumed that the principal can commit to a long term contract.
When the states are persistent, the expected outcome in the future varies with the
state in the given period. If the principal cannot commit to a long term contract, the
persistence of the states puts further restrictions on the payments the principal can
make, and the effect of the lack of commitment power will be magnified. It will be
interesting to consider relational contracts in this environment and see what forms of
commitment power or contracts can mitigate the effect of persistence.
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Chapter 2
Relational Contracts in a
Persistent Environment
2.1 Introduction
Most literature assumes that in a repeated interaction, the states are independent
and identically distributed over time. But the real-world interactions don't always
take place in an i.i.d. environment. A shock to the cost of raw material is likely to
persist for some time, and if it becomes costly to perform a task this year, a firm may
not expect the cost of performing the task next year to be distributed in the same
way as it would after a good year. The production technology this period can also
depend on the past realization of the productivity. Anticipating the persistence of
the states, the employees may not expect the same effectiveness of the compensation
scheme every period, and the optimal compensation scheme may in fact depend on
the state.
I study optimal relational contracts when the states are partially persistent and
there is moral hazard. The principal and the agent trade every period over an infinite
horizon, and both parties are risk-neutral with a common discount factor. Under
a relational contract, the principal offers a compensation scheme each period, and
the agent decides whether or not to accept it and how much effort to exert if he
accepts the offer. The principal doesn't observe the agent's effort, which leads to
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moral hazard, but he observes the outcome, which is a noisy signal of the agent's
effort, and therefore can promise contingent payments on outcome.
At the beginning of each period, the payoff-relevant state is realized and becomes
observable to both the principal and the agent. The states are persistent, and the
distribution of the states next period given this period's state is known to both parties.
I consider both exogenous states and endogenous states.
There is a large literature on relational contracts, including Levin (2003) and
Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy (2002). Earlier literature on relational contracts focused
on symmetric information case. (see for example, Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), Bull
(1987), MacLeod and Malcomson (1989), Kreps (1990)) More recent papers consider
environments with asymmetric information, and most of the literature assumes that
the environment is either stationary or i.i.d. over time. My chapter is most closely
related to Levin (2003), where he shows that for i.i.d. states, the principal can focus
on maximizing the joint surplus and the optimal contracts can be stationary. The
necessary and sufficient condition to implement an effort schedule with stationary
contracts is that it satisfies the IC constraint and one other constraint. The optimal
contract either implemncnts the first best or is a step function. Other related literature
is discussed at the end of this section.
Section 2.3 considers the results that hold for any type of persistence. As was
the case with i.i.d. states, the distribution of the joint surplus between the principal
and the agent can be separated from the problem of efficient-contracting, and in
characterizing the Pareto-optimal contracts, it is sufficient to focus on the joint surplus
from the relationship. The principal can always redistribute the surplus through the
fixed wage in the initial period. When the states follow a first-order Markov chain, the
realization of the state this period is a sufficient static for the distribution of the future
states, and the principal can provide all incentives by the bonus payments at the end of
this period. It is optimal to provide the same expected per period payoff to the agent
in every state, and for each state, the principal can offer a contract that maximizes the
joint surplus. In particular, the principal can offer a stationary contract every period.
I define stationary contracts as contracts under which the compensation scheme is
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identical in all periods; the wage and bonus payments are allowed to depend on the
realization of the state and the outcome in the given period, but they don't depend
on the history. Under a relational contract, there is a temptation to renege, and
the self-enforcement leads to the dynamic enforcement constraint as in the i.i.d. case.
The necessary and sufficient condition for an effort schedule to be implementable by a
stationary contract is that it satisfies the IC constraint and the dynamic enforcement
constraint. I also show that the optimal contract either implements the first best
level of effort, or it takes the form of a step function.
In Section 2.4, I consider an alternative model in which the state is endogenous.
From an applied perspective, there are often environments where the agent's effort
affects the distribution of the state. Specifically, I consider the environment in which
the productivity is the state variable. The distribution of productivity for the next
period depends on the current productivity and the agent's effort, which implies that
the agent's effort affects the distribution of states in all future periods. When the
productivity is observable and the persistence is of first-order, however, most results
in Section 2.3 generalize to this environment. The distribution of the joint surplus
between the principal and the agent can be separated from the problem of efficient
contracting, and the optimal contract can still be stationary. The productivity is a
sufficient static for the distribution of future states, and the principal can still provide
all incentives by the compensation scheme at the end of the period. The principal
can offer a stationary contract that leaves the agent indifferent between accepting and
rejecting the offer. I also show a version of dynamic enforcement constraint which is,
together with the IC constraint, the necessary and sufficient condition to implement
an effort schedule with such stationary contracts.
The next section discusses the implications for the markets for random matching
in which the principal and the agent can be randomly, anonymously, and costlessly
matched with a new partner. The nature of the state leads to starkly different impli-
cations for the market. The degree of cooperation varies with the nature of the state,
and it also highlights the difference between the i.i.d. states and the persistent states.
When the states are i.i.d., or if the states are persistent but common to all principal-
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agent pairs, cooperation is impossible; the principal cannot induce any level of effort
from the agent. On the other hand, if the state is persistent and agent-specific, there
is no market, and the principal and the agent stay in the same relationship forever.
If the state is persistent and relationship-specific, there will be a market, and the
principal and the agent leave the current relationship if and only if the expected joint
surplus falls below some threshold.
I also consider two mechanisms through which the persistence of the states affect
relational contracts. When the states are persistent, the joint surplus in the first best
can vary with the state, and incentive provision for given bonus cap can also vary
with the state. I consider two mechanisms separately, holding the other constant. I
find that in both cases, if the joint surplus in the first best increases with the state, or
if the implementable level of effort for given bonus cap increases with the state, the
difference in the joint surplus between the first best and the second best decreases with
the state. The principal prefers relational contracts to full-commitment contracts if
and only if the initial state is sufficiently high.
There are some papers on relational contracts with persistent states. Thomas and
Worrall (2010) consider a two-sided incentive problem where the states and the efforts
are observable and the players have limited liability. McAdmas (2011) considers joint-
partnership games in which the states are persistent and both the states and efforts
are observable. The players decide whether to stay in the relationship and how much
effort to exert. The main difference from my model is that there is no asymmetric
information in their models, and there is limited liability in Thomas and Worrall.
This chapter is also related to literature on partnership games with persistent
states. Rotemberg and Saloner (1996) and Haltiwanger and Harrington (1991) study
collusion in nonstationary markets. In Rotemberg and Saloner, the potential gain
from deviating is higher in a higher state, and the future surplus is not affected by
the state. In my first model of Section 2.6, the gain from deviating is constant across
the states, and it is the future surplus that varies with the state; my model is closer
to Haltiwanger and Harrington.
The market setting in my chapter is related to literature on repeated games with
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rematching. Ghosh and Ray (1996), Kranton (1996) and Watson (1999) among others
consider repeated interactions when the players can exit the relationship in any period.
The stage game in these papers are similar to the prisoner's dilemma, and most of
them don't have monetary transfers. The equilibrium strategy is often to start small,
which contrasts with the stationary behavior in my model.
The rest of the chapter is organized as the following. Section 2.2 describes the
model, and the general results are presented in Section 2.3. I consider an alternative
model in Section 2.4 in which the state variable is endogenous, and Section 2.5 applies
the results for the markets for random matching. Section 2.6 discusses the types of
persistent states and their implications on relational contracts. Section 2.7 concludes.
Timing in Each Period
Principal makes Agent Ot becomes Agent Outcome yt Bonus payment
an offer. accepts observable. chooses et. is realized. is made.
/rejects.
2.2 Model
The principal and the agent have the opportunity to trade over an infinite horizon,
t = 0, 1, 2,. -. . Both the principal and the agent are risk-neutral, and the common
discount factor is 6 < 1.
The principal has limited commitment power and can only employ relational con-
tracts. At the beginning of period t, the principal offers a compensation scheme to the
agent, which consists of a fixed salary wt and a contingent payment bt. Both the fixed
salary and the contingent payment can be functions of the history, which I will define
momentarily. The agent decides whether to accept the offer, and a payoff-relevant
parameter Ot is realized. Both the principal and the agent observe the state. Note
that the principal offers the compensation scheme before the realization of the state;
lie offers a function of the state as fixed salary, and the bonus payment is a function
of the performance outcome.
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The state Ot is drawn from the support 8 = [0, 0]. The distribution of the
state Ot depends only on the previous state Ot_1. Denote the distribution of Ot by
P(0t|6t_1 ). The distribution of the state doesn't depend on the time index, and we
have P(0ti6t_1) = P(0 1 10o) for all t > 1. In the initial period, the state 00 is dis-
tributed by Po(60). The distributions P(Ot|Ot-1) and Po(60) are known to both the
principal and the agent.
Assumption 2.1. The distribution of state Ot+i when the previous state was Ot is
given by P(Ot+1|It) and is identical for all t > 0.
After the principal offers a compensation scheme, the agent decides whether or
not to accept, dt E {0, 1}. If the agent accepts the compensation scheme, the agent
chooses how much effort to exert, et E E = [0, i]. The cost of effort, c(et, Ot), increases
with e with c(e = 0, 0) = 0 for all 0 and ce, > 0. The agent's effort generates outcome
yt with the distribution F(yle, 0) and the support Y = [y, g]. The cdf of the outcome
satisfies the Mirrlees-Rogerson constraints: F(yle, 0) has the monotone likelihood
ratio property, and F(yle = c1 (x|0),0) is convex in x for any 0. The Mirrlees-
Rogerson constraints ensure that the first order approach is valid; they are necessary
for Proposition 2.4 and Section 2.6. The expected joint surplus can be written as
a function of 0 and e, S(e, 0) = E[ye, 0] - c(e, 0). Throughout the chapter, when
capitalized, S(e, 0) denotes per-period joint surplus in state 0 if the agent chooses
effort e.
I allow the distribution of the outcome and the cost function to be dependent on
the state. If neither of them depends on the state, we are back to i.i.d. environment,
and in general, we can have one or the other to be state-dependent.
Each period, there are three pieces of payoff-relevant information: the cost-relevant
parameter Ot, the agent's effort et, and the outcome yt. The agent observes all three
parameters, but the principal observes only Ot and yt. The performance outcome is
#t = {t, yt}, and the set of all performance outcome is denoted by (b.
At the end of each period, the principal is obliged to pay the fixed salary wt, but
the contingent payment is only promised. Denote the total payment to the agent by
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Wt, and Wt = wt + bt if the contingent payment is made, and it is Wt = wt if not.
If the agent rejects the principal's offer, the parties receive their outside option
for the period. The agent's outside option is i, and the principal's outside option is
-. The joint surplus from the outside option is denoted by 9 = i + T. I assume that
for any state 0, the maximum joint surplus is strictly bigger than the outside option,
but the outside option is weakly better than no effort. I also assume that the outside
options R, t are independent of the state and constant over time. In Section 2.5, I
consider markets for random matching, and there will be endogenous outside options.
Assumption 2.2 (Efficiency). For all 0 E 8, maxe S(e, 0) > S > S(O, 0).
Given the distribution of the states, P(6t+110t), we can define the distribution of
Ot+T given Ot, P(Ot+,|6). Let p(8t+116t) be the pdf of Ot+1, then we have
p(ot+|t ) = f.. JP (Ot+10t+- ) ... P(6t+1|6t)d~t+1-1dt+1,
and P(Ot+|6t) can be constructed from p(Ot+T 6t). The discounted payoffs to the
parties from date t given Ot-1 are
Ut(Ot_ 1 ) = (1 - 6)E[y 6 Z t -{dT(W, - c(eT, 0,)) + (1 - d,)n}|6t_1],
T~t
Tr (6- 1) = (1 - 6)E[ F -t{d, (y, - Wr) + (1 - dr |t_1],
T-t
where the expectations are taken over P(OT t-1),r > t, and F(-je,0). In period 0,
the expectation is also taken over Po(60). At each period, the parties maximize their
expected payoffs. I define the expected joint surplus from period t as
st(6t-1) = Ut (6t_1) + 7rt(6t_1).
Note that st(Ot_1) is the per period average expected joint surplus, as it is discounted
by 1 - 6. When capitalized, S(e, 0) is the expected joint surplus from the given period
for e, 0.
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Let h' = (wo, do, #o , Wo, . - , wt_ 1, dt- 1, #t-1, Wt_1) be the history up to period t
and 'Wt be the set of possible period t histories. Given any period t and history ht, a
relational contract specifies the compensation the principal offers, whether or not the
agent accepts it, and if the agent accepts the offer, the effort level. The compensation
Wt, bt are allowed to be functions of the history, and they are functions of the following
form:
wt :Ht x 8 -+ R,
b : 'Hx D - R.
A relational contract is self-enforcing if it forms a perfect public equilibrium of the
repeated game.
2.3 Observable and Exogenous States
This section discusses the results that hold for any type of persistent states. The main
results of this section generalize the characterization in Levin (2003) to persistent
states. When the states are observable and exogenously given, the optimal contract
can be stationary, and it is optimal to provide the same expected per period payoff
in every state. The self-enforcement leads to the dynamic enforcement constraint as
with i.i.d. states. An optimal contract either implements the first best level of effort
or takes the form of a step function.
A relational contract forms a perfect public equilibrium of the repeated game, and
there is multiplicity of equilibria. Instead of characterizing all relational contracts, I
focus on efficient contracting and focus on the Pareto Frontier of the payoffs. The
first result is to note that the problem of efficient contracting can be separated from
the problem of distribution even if the states are persistent. The intuition is same as
in Levin (2003). The principal can always adjust the fixed salary to redistribute the
surplus.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose there exists a relational contract with expected joint sur-
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plus s > 9. Any expected payoff pair (u,7r) with u > ii,7r > e, u + 7r = s can be
implemented with a relational contract.
Proof. Consider the relational contract that provides s. The principal offers in the
initial period w(Oo), b(do), and if the agent accepts, he exerts effort e(Oo). The contin-
uation payoffs under the contract are denoted by u(#o) and 7r(o), and the expected
payoffs from the contract are nO and 7ro. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that off the equilibrium path, the parties revert to the static equilibrium of (;, fr).
The first period payment W is a function of do.
The contract is self-enforcing if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) no > U, 7ro > -r,
(ii) e(Oo) c arg max Ey[(1 - 6)W(O) + Su(#o)Ie, Oo] - c(e, Oo),
S S(iii) b(#o) + 1 - 6u(0) > 1 -
Sb(1o) + 7r (0 ) > -1 -6 -1 - 6r
and (iv) each continuation contract is self-enforcing.
Given any (u, 7r) such that a > f, 7r 2 r,u + 7r = s, the principal can offer the
same b(o) and continuation contracts and adjust w(0o) to
b (00) =w(0o)+ 1
The conditions are satisfied with the new contract, and it provides (, 7r) as the
expected payoffs.
As long as the expected payoff is greater than the outside option, the parties are
willing to initiate the contract. The principal can adjust the distribution of the joint
surplus by the fixed salary of the initial period, and the resulting contract is still
self-enforcing because the incentives are not affected. Given Proposition 2.1, we can
restrict attention to optimal relational contracts that maximize the joint surplus from
the contract.
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The next result is that despite the persistence of the states, the maximum joint
surplus can be acheived with stationary contracts. I define the stationarity of a
contract as the following:
Definition 2.1. A contract is stationary if Wt = w(Ot) + b(#t), et = e(Ot) at every t
on the equilibrium path for some w : e -+ R,b : <b -+ R and e : 8 - E.
Note that the contract is stationary on the equilibrium path. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that off the equilibrium path, the parties revert to the
static equilibrium of taking the outside option every period, (ii, r). With a station-
ary contract, the principal offers the identical compensation scheme every period.
The compensation scheme is independent of the history, and it only depends on the
performance outcome of the given period. The fixed salary may depend on the state,
but given the same state, the fixed salary is constant across the time.
Proposition 2.2. The maximum joint surplus can be attained with a stationary con-
tract. Furthermore, it can be achieved with a contract that provides the same expected
payoff to the agent in every state.
Proof. Suppose a contract that maximizes the joint surplus provides wt, bt and the
agent chooses et. The first step is to construct an alternative contract Wt, bt under
which the agent chooses the same level of effort et and his expected payoff is constant
in every state.
When the states are observable and exogenously given, the distribution of the
states from period t + 1 only depends on bt, and the outcome yt doesn't carry any
information about the future states. The principal can adjust the contingent payment
bt and keep the expected payoff in each state constant. Specifically, consider the
following contract. Let ut(ht, #t) be the continuation value of the agent under the
given contract, and define zbt, bt as the following:
bt (ht , #t) bt (h', #t) + (ut(ht , #t) - i)
zbt (ht ,Ot) ii - Ey[,t#(ht,t) Iet (h',Ot) ].
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From
bt(h t, 4t) + = b(ht, #t) + ut(ht, #t),1-6 1-6
the agent chooses the same level of effort et under the new contract. The agent's
expected payoff is i! for all t, h', &t.
The next step is to show that we can choose zi6 : 8) 1lR, b : -+ R such that
the principal offers Cv, I in every period. Consider ibt and bt. The agent's expected
payoff is constant over all t, ht, and Ot, which implies that the agent's IC constraint is
determined by the within period compensation scheme. Specifically, the agent chooses
e such that
et(ht, Ot) E argmaxE,[bt(ht , #t)|e, Ot] - c(e, Ot).
e
When the agent's IC constraints are myopic, the principal can replace a compensa-
tion scheme for any given period with another compensation scheme without affecting
the incentives. The principal can also treat each Ot separately, because the state is
observable before the agent chooses the effort. Specifically, let I be the compensation
scheme that maximizes the expected per period joint surplus for state Ot:
b(Ot,) arg . max Ey[y Iet (ht , 6h), Ot] - c(et (ht , Ot), O6).
bt(ht,{Ot,-})
If there's multiplicity of the compensation schemes, we can pick one without loss of
generality.
Given b>: 4 -+ R, the agent chooses e : 9 -> S such that
e(0t) E arg max Ey[bI(#)|e, Ot] - c(e, Ot).
e
Define C as
fi(O0) - Ey[b(#)Ie(Ot), Ot),
and we have a stationary contract that maximizes the expected joint surplus. By
construction, it is self-enforcing, and it provides the same expected payoff to the
agent in all t, ht, 0,. Let s* be the minimum expected per period joint surplus over
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the states under Ib,CZ:
s min{El[yle(O), 0] - c(e(O), 0)}.0
The principal can adjust the fixed salary and can provide any u such that ii < a <
s* - i- to the agent as the constant expected payoff. 0
From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we can focus on stationary contracts that maxi-
mize the joint surplus. I will next provide the necessary and sufficient condition for
an effort schedule to be implementable by a stationary contract. When the states are
observable and exogenously given, there is no information asymmetry about the dis-
tribution of future states. For the agent's IC constraints, only the sum of the present
compensation and the continuation value matters, and in particular, the principal
and the agent use the same probability distribution to evaluate the continuation val-
ues. Therefore, the principal can provide the incentives by the present compensation
and provide the same expected payoff in all periods and all states. By doing so, the
principal isolates the incentive provision to each period and the given state, and the
principal can offer an identical compensation scheme in all periods for the given state.
The maximum joint surplus can be attained with a stationary contract, and we can
restrict attention to stationary contracts that maximize the joint surplus.
With relational contracts, neither the principal or the agent commits to the con-
tingent payment, and there exists a temptation to renege on the promised payment.
The contract is self-enforcing if the principal and the agent have no incentives to
renege. Since we are interested in the maximum joint surplus, there is no loss of
generality in assuming that a deviation leads to the static equilibrium behavior. If
the principal offers an unexpected compensation scheme, the agent accepts the offer
but exerts zero effort. Following a deviation, the parties receive their outside options
,r and .
Recall that when the states are persistent, the discounted payoffs at period t
should be conditional on state Ot_1:
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ut(6t 1) = (1 - 6)E[ 6-ZSt{d,(W7 - c(er, 0,)) + (1 - d)R}IOt_1],
i-=t
7rt (Ot- 1) = (1 - 6)E[14Z6 t{dT(yT - W) + (1 - dT)j}|Ot_1],
1T=t
and the expected joint surplus from t + 1 is St+i(0t) = ut+1(0t) + 7rt+i(0t).
The principal makes the promised payment if and only if
(7rt+1(0t) - t) > sup b(Ot, y), VOt,
and for the agent to make the promised payment, we need
-(Ut+1I(0t) - ii) > - inf b (0t, y), Vot.
From Proposition 2.1, the principal can redistribute the surplus by adjusting the
fixed wage, and the above inequalities can be combined in the dynamic enforcement
constraint:
(DE) (st+1(0t) - 9) > sup W(0t, y) - inf W(0t, y).
1-6 Y Y
The enforceable effort schedules are characterized by the agent's IC constraint and
the dynamic enforcement constraint.
Proposition 2.3. An effort schedule e(O) with expected joint surplus s(O) can be
implemented with a stationary contract if and only if there exists a payment schedule
W : 4 - R such that for all 0 E e,
(IC) e(0) E arg max Ey[W(c))1e, 0] - c(e, 0),
(DE) (s(0) - 9) > sup W(0, y) - inf W(0, y).
1P-6 Y Y
Proof. (-=>) Suppose e(6) is implementable. Let u(6) and 7r(6) be the continuation
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value for the agent and the principal when the previous state was 0. The IC constraint
has to be satisfied, and we also know that
(3 (0) - r) > sup b(0, y), VO, (2.1)
S(u(0) - t) > - inf b(0, y), VO (2.2)
have to hold. Adding the two inequalities, we have the dynamic enforcement con-
straint.
(e) Suppose W(#) and e(0) satisfy the IC constraint and the dynamic enforce-
nent constraint. Define
b(#) = W(4) - inf W(#),
w(0) = - EY[W(#)1e(0), 0],
and consider the stationary contract with w(0), b(#) and e(O). The parties revert to
the static equilibrium if a deviation occurs. The agent receives ii as expected payoff
in each state, and the principal receives 7r(0) = s(0) - u if the previous state was
0. By the dynamic enforcement constraint, s(0) > s and -r(0) -Tr for all 0. From
the IC constraint, the agent chooses e(0) in each state 0, and it can be verified that
Inequality (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. 0
Note that the continuation payoffs from period t + 1 matter in the dynamic en-
forcement constraint, but they don't enter the agent's IC constraint. Since the states
are persistent, the continuation payoffs ut+1(Ot) and 7Tt+1(Ot) depend on the state Ot.
But the principal also observes at, and by Proposition 2.2, the principal can offer a
stationary continuation contract and the constant continuation value, independent of
the outcome yt. Therefore, even though the agent's expected payoff from period t is
W(#t) + 6'iit+1 (0t), ut+1(0t) = t, and it doesn't matter for the agent's IC constraint.
Lastly, from Proposition 2.3, we obtain the following characterization of optimal
contracts. Due to risk-neutrality of both parties, the principal wants to use the
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strongest incentives possible. If an optimal contract cannot induce the first best
effort eFB(Ot) in state Ot, the DE constraint binds, and the compensation scheme is a
step function.
Proposition 2.4. An optimal contract either (i) implements eFB(Ot) or (ii) takes
the form of a step function at each Ot. When e(Ot) < eFB(0t), there exists y(Ot)
such that W(O6, y) = W(Ot) for y > y(Ot) and W(Ot, y) = W(O6) for y < y(Ot).
W(O) = W(Ot) + b(st+1(Ot) - 9), and the likelihood ratio fe/f(yle(Ot)) changes the
sign at y(0t).
Proof. We know from Proposition 2.1 that we can focus on maximizing the joint
surplus, and Proposition 2.2 implies that we can focus on stationary contracts. By
the Mirrlees-Rogerson constraints, we can replace the agent's IC constraint with the
first-order condition. The optimal stationary contract solves
max Eo,,[y - cle(O),O)
subject to
d
-{IEY[W(6, y) - c(e, 6)|e =C(O), 6]} = 0, V6,
de
1 (s(O) - ) > sup W(O, y) - inf W(O, y),1 -6 O,Y O,Y
s(0) = (1 - 6)E[Z 6t {dt(yt - c(et, Ot)) + (1 - dt)s}|1].
t=o
From the Mirrlees-Rogerson constraints, the principal wants to maximize e when
e(Ot) < eFB(0t). We get
) W(Ot) if y < y(t).
and fe changes the sign at y(Ot), and W(Ot) = WL(Ot) + i4(st(+1(t) - s).
The results in this section hold for any type of persistence. When the states are
observable and exogenously given, there is no asymmetric information between the
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principal and the agent regarding the distribution of future states. Together with
risk-neutrality, the principal can provide all incentives by the bonus pyaments at the
end of each period and offer the same continuation value in every state. The results in
Levin (2003) extend to persistent states, and we have shown the following results. The
problem of efficient contracting can be separated from the problem of distribution,
and the joint-surplus can be maximized with stationary contracts. The necessary and
sufficient condition to implement an effort schedule with stationary contracts is that
it satisfies the IC constraint and the dynamic enforcement constraint. An optimal
contract either implements the first best level of effort, or it is a step function in each
state.
2.4 Endogenous States
This section considers an alternative model with endogenous states. The agent's
effort and the productivity this period determine the distribution of the productivity
next period, and the outcome is a function of the productivity. Since the agent's
effort affects the distribution of the productivity, it is an endogenous state variable.
However, when the productivity is observable to both the principal and the agent,
most of the results in the previous section generalize to this model. The problem of
efficient contracting can be separated from the distribution of joint surplus, and the
maximum joint surplus can be attained with stationary contracts. An effort schedule
is implementable with stationary contracts if and only if the IC constraint and the
dynamic enforcement constraint are satisfied.
In practice, it is often natural to assume that the state variable is endogenous.
Human capital is likely to be developed by the agent's effort over time, and the pro-
ductivity is also often endogenous. If the outcome this period determines the produc-
tivity for the next period, the outcome itself is the state variable and is endogenous.
Results in this section show that we an apply the similar analysis to relational con-
tracts with endogenous states, as long as the state is observable to both the principal
and the agent.
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The productivity Ot is drawn from e = [e, 6]. The distribution of Ot depends on
it1 and et_1 and is time-homogeneous. Denote the distribution by P(Ot|6t_1, et_1).
The distribution of 0o is given by Po(.). Given Ot, the principal gets the outcome
Yt = y(Ot) as a deterministic function of the productivity. A performance outcome is
cpt = (0t, yt, -t+1). Note that the outcome need not be deterministic. I assume it to be
deterministic to simplify the analysis, but the same argument works if it is stochastic.
The timing of the model is the following. At the beginning of period t, the
principal offers a contract to the agent, and the agent decides whether to accept
it. The outcome is realized as a function of the productivity, which is known from
previous period. The agent decides how much effort to exert, and the productivity
for the next period is realized. The principal and the agent make the payments.
We have the following versions of Proposition 2.1-2.3. I omit the proofs since they
are straightforward generalizations of the proofs of Proposition 2.1-2.3.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose there exists a relational contract with expected joint sur-
plus s > s. Any expected payoff pair (u,rr) with u > , ,r > -, u +,r = s can be
implemented with a relational contract.
The proof of Proposition 2.5 is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.1 verbatim.
The agent accepts the contract as long as the expected payoff is greater than his
outside option, and the principal can always redistribute the surplus by the fixed
wage.
Proposition 2.6. The maximum joint surplus can be attained with a stationary con-
tract. Furthermore, it is optimal to provide the same expected payoff to the agent in
every state.
The key to the proof of Proposition 2.6 is that 0' is a sufficient static about
the outcome and states from the next period. Since the principal and the agent
are risk-neutral and the productivity is observed before they make the payments,
the principal can provide all incentives by the present compensation and provide a
constant expected payoff to the agent in every state. Under an optimal contract, the
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expected joint surplus for given state 0 is constant, and the principal can choose the
bonus payments to maximize the expected joint surplus.
Proposition 2.7. An effort schedule e(0) with expected joint surplus s(O) can be
implemented with a stationary contract, with a constant expected payoff to the agent,
if and only if there exists a payment schedule W : <b - R such that for all 0 E 0,
(IC) e(0) c arg max Eo[W(#)|e, 0] - c(e, 0),
e
(DE) .(s(0') - .) > W(0, y, 0') - inf W(O, y, 0').
1 - Or
In Proposition 2.7, the bonus cap now depends on the realization of the produc-
tivity for the next period. This is because the bonus payment is contingent on the
productivity for the next period, which is the sufficient static for the expected joint
surplus. The rest of the argument is the same as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.
When the states are observable to both the principal and the agent, there is
no information asymmetry about the distirbution of future states. Together with
risk-neutrality, we obtain the stationarity theorem and the necessary and sufficient
condition to implement an effort schedule. The difference from the exogenous states
is that instead of having a uniform bonus cap for the given state, now the bonus cap
depends on the realization of the productivity for the next period.
2.5 Market for Matching
This section considers a market for matching when there is a continuum of principal-
agent pairs. In any given period, the principal and the agent have an option to exit the
current relationship. If they exit, they will be randomly, anonymously and costlessly
rematched with a new partner. The nature of the underlying state leads to different
implications for the market. If the state is agent-specific, the principal-agent pairs
remain in the current relationships regardless of the realization of the state or the
past history, and there will be no market for matching. If the state is relationship-
specific, there will be a market, and the principal leaves the relationship if and only
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if the expected joint surplus falls below some threshold. If the state is a macro shock,
common to all principal-agent pairs, then cooperation is impossible, and the principal
cannot induce the agent to put in any effort. Cooperation is also impossible if the
states are i.i.d..
The literature on relational contracts take the outside options as exogenous. The
goal of this section is to consider the market and to endogenize the outside options. If a
continuum of principal-agent pairs in the same contractual environment have options
to be matched with new partners, the market forms endogenous outside options for
the principal-agent pairs. The implications highlight the difference between the i.i.d.
states and persistent states, and also the difference among the types of persistent
states.
The timing of the game is the following. In each period, the principal offers a
compensation scheme, and the agent decides whether or not ot accept it. After the
agent decides, the state is realized and becomes observable to both the principal and
the agent. If the agent accepted, he decides how much effort to put in, and the
outcome is realized. The principal and the agent make the contingent bonus payment
and decide whether or not to stay in the relationship. If they both decide to stay,
they move on to the next period. If one of them exists, both the principal and the
agent will be matched with new partners and start in the next period. If the agent
rejected the offer, both receive their outside options and decide whether to stay or
exit.
With a market for matching, the outside options for the principal and the agent are
endogenously determined in an equilibrium. However, given a continuum of principal-
agent pairs, each pair takes the outside options as given, and we can apply the analysis
from Section 2.3. I allow for exogenous outside options as well, but this doesn't affect
the analysis, and we can restrict attention to endogenous outside options if desired.
As a benchmark, consider the i.i.d. states. Cooperation is impossible when there
is frictionless market for matching.
Proposition 2.8. Suppose the states are i.i.d., and the principal and the agent can
be randomly, anonymousy, and costlessly matched with a new partner. The principal
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cannot induce any level of effort from the agent.
Proof. After the outcome is realized, the principal makes the bonus payment if and
only if
(7 - ir) > sup b(O, y), VO,
and the agent makes the bonus payment if and only if
(U - i) > - inf b(, y), VO.1 -
Together, we have
(s - 9) sup b(O, y) - inf b(O, y).
1- Y Y
However, if they can be matched with a new partner and the states are i.i.d.,
s =, and the bonus payment has to be the same for all outcomes. The agent has
no incentive to put in any effort. E
2.5.1 Agent-Specific States
First, consider the case in which the state is the type of the agent. It can be interpreted
as the productivity of the agent. When the agent is matched with a new principal, the
distribution of the state is determined by his type in the last period, which is the last
realizaiton of the state in the agent's previous relationship. Then, there cannot be a
market for matching, and all principal-agent pairs stay in their relationship forever.
Proposition 2.9. Suppose when a principal and an agent is matched, the initial state
is drawn from the distribution P(-|0) where 0 is the last realization of the state of the
agent. The principal and the agent never exit the current relationship, and there is
no market for rematching.
Proof. From Section 2.3, we can focus on the joint surplus from the relationship, and
the principal and the agent remain in the current relationship if and only if s(0) > s.
Let {80s(0) < S} c 0 be the set of states after which the principal and the agent
exit the relationship. Let F be the distribution of the states in the given period.
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When the principal and the agent decide whether to stay in the relationship, the
outside options must satisfy
S= ls s(O)dF,
which is a contradiction to the definition of 5. Therefore, e is degenerate and canl
only be 0. Only the lowest type is indifferent between staying in and exiting the
relationship. The principal and the agent never exit the relationship, and there is no
market for rematching.
Proposition 2.9 shows that if the underlying state is the type of the agent, the
market for matching turns into a market for lemons, and there will not be a market.
Only the lowest type can exist in the market, and all principal-agent pairs stay in the
current relationship.
2.5.2 Relationship-Specific States
Next, suppose that the state is specific to the pair of principal and agent. If they exit
the current relationship, the initial state in a new relationship is drawn from a known
distribution G and is i.i.d. across the new pairs of principals and agents. Then there
is endogenous threshold for the joint surplus such that the principal and the agent
exit the relationship if and only if the expected joint surplus falls below the threshold.
Proposition 2.10. Suppose the initial state is i.i.d. across the new pairs of principals
and agents and is drawn from a known distribution G. The principal and the agent
exit the current relationship if and only if the expected joint surplus falls below some
threshold. When the state is such that they will exit, the agent doesn't put in any
effort.
Proof. From the dynamic enforcement constraint in Section 2.3, the principal and the
agent stay in the relationship if and only if s(O) > 9, where s is the expected joint
surplus from being matched with a new partner. If s(O) < 9, the bonus payment is
the same for all outcomes, and the agent doesn't put in any effort. O
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When the state is specific to the principal-agent pair, they remain in the relation-
ship if and only if the expected joint surplus is above the threshold. Since the optimal
contract is stationary, the state in this period completely summarizes the expected
joint surplus from the next period and on, and the exit behavior is determined by the
realization of the state.
2.5.3 Macro Shocks
This section considers a macro shock. The state is common to all principal-agent
pairs. In this case, the principal cannot induce the agent to put in any effort, and
cooperation is impossible.
Proposition 2.11. Suppose the state is common to all principal-agent pairs. The
principal cannot induce the agent to put in any effort.
Proof. The proof is the same as the i.i.d. case. If the state is common to all principal-
agent pairs, s = 9 in the dynamic enforcement constraint, and the principal pays the
same bonus for all payments. The agent has no incentive to put in any effort. I
If the state is common to all principal-agent pairs, the expected joint surplus from
the next period and on is the same whether they remain in the current relationship or
are matched with new partners. Then, the principal and the agent have no incentive to
pay the bonus payment, and without the bonus payments, cooperation is impossible.
2.6 Joint Surplus in the Second Best
I consider two types of persistence in this section. The first case is in which the
joint surplus in the first best increases with the state. When the cost function is
separable and strictly decreases with the state, incentive provision is identical in each
state, and in particular, given a bonus cap, the principal can implement the same
level of effort in every state. The second type of persistence I consider is when the
incentive provision becomes easier in a higher state. The joint surplus in the first best
is identical in all states. In both cases, the difference in joint surplus between the
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first best and the second best strictly decreases with the state. The principal prefers
relational contracts only if the initial state is sufficiently high.
2.6.1 Joint Surplus Varies with the State
In this section, I consider the case in which the joint surplus varies with the state
and the incentive provision is constant across the states. Specifically, I assume the
following.
Assumption 2.3. The cost of effort is separable and strictly decreases with the state:
there exist c1 : - R, c 2 : -& R such that
c(e, 0) = ci(e) + c 2(), Ve E S, 0 E e
and c' < 0 for all 0 E 8.
Assumption 2.4. F(-|e,0) is independent of 0.
Assumption 2.5. 0t > 0' implies P(.|0t) FOSD P(.-0).
I also define AW(0) as the minimum bonus cap necessary to be able to induce
the first best level of effort in state 0. Given a state 0, eFB(0) can be a solution to
e(0) E arg max Ey[W(#) |e] - c(e, 0),
e
AW > sup W(O, y) - inf W(O, y)
y Y
if and only if AW > AW(O).
As a benchmark, I first show the implications of Assumption 2.3 in the first best
and in the case the principle has a within-period commitment power.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose Assumption 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 hold. The expected joint
surplus in the first best strictly increases with the state, both in per period and in
the future discounted joint surplus. The first best level of effort is constant across
all states 0 E e. 'The minimum bonus cap to implement the first best level of effort,
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AW(O), is also constant across the state. If the principal can credibly promise W(<),
the principal implements one level of effort, e* =e" in all states.
Proof. The expected joint surplus in state 0 is given by
Ey[yIe1 - c(e, 0) = Ey[yle] - c1(e) - c2 (0),
and the first best level of effort satisfies the first order condition,
jyfe(yle)dy = c'(e).
Since the cost of effort is separable, the first order condition is independent of the
state, and the first best level of effort is constant across the states. The cost strictly
decreases with the state, and the expected per period joint surplus in the first best
in state 6 strictly increases with the state. By the persistence of states, the future
discounted joint surplus also increases with the state.
From Proposition 2.4, an optimal contract either implements the first best level
of effort or is a step function. When the dynamic enforcement constraint is binding,
an optimal contract is a step function. From the first order condition
W(t,y)fe(ye)dy = c(e),
AW(0) is constant across the states.
If the principal can commit to bonus payments, the only constraint is the agent's
IC constraint. By the efficiency assumption, it is efficient to induce the first best level
of effort than to take the outside option in all states 0, and the principal induces the
first best level of effort in all 0. 0
Now consider relational contracts under Assumption 2.3. Define sFB(O) as the
discounted future joint surplus when the previous state is 0. We know from Proposi-
tion 2.12 that AW(0) is constant over 0. Denote AW(0) = AW*. If sFB(o) > AW*
the principal can implement the first best level of effort in all states with relational
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contracts, and the problem becomes trivial. I will make the following assumption:
Assumption 2.6. The principal cannot induce the first best level of effort in the
lowest state:
SFB(_) < AW*.
Define e(O|AW) to be the solution to the optimization problem
maxeEy[y - cle, 0] s.t. e(O) E argmaxEy[W(cp)|e] - c(e, 0),
e
AW > sup W(O, y) - inf W(O, y).
If AW < AW(O), the principal cannot implement the first best level of effort, and
e(O|AW) < eFB. Since the principal can always mimic the payments with AW' if
AW > AW', the implemetable level of effort weakly increases with the bonus cap,
and we have e(OIAW) > e(O|AW'),VO.
Proposition 2.13. The implenentable level of effort e(0|AW) weakly increases with
AW for all 0.
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the principal can always mimic the com-
pensation scheme with AW' if AW > AW'. E
Under relational contracts, the expected joint surplus from the following period
limits the principal's ability to induce effort, and Assumption 2.3 states that the joint
surplus in the first best strictly increases with the state. The implementable level
of effort is lower in a worse state, and the difference in the expected joint surplus
is reinforced by the implementable effort. Under Assumption 2.3, the joint surplus
under relational contracts increases with the state, and the difference in the joint
surplus between the first best and the second best decreases with the state.
Proposition 2.14. Suppose Assumptions 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 hold. Let ssB(g) be
the expected joint surplus under an optimal relation contract. sSB(Q) strictly increases
with 0, and OssB >SEB > 0. The difference in the joint surplus between the first best
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and the second best, sFB(O) - SsB(8), weakly decreases with the state. The difference
is strictly positive at 0, and it is weakly bigger than zero at all 0.
Proof. We know from Proposition 2.13 that the implementable level of effort, e(0|AW),
weakly increases with AW. From Assumption 2.3, the expected joint surplus in the
first best increases with the state, and Assumption 2.6 says that the expected joint
surplus in the state 0 is less than the minimum bonus cap to induce the first best
level of effort. Since the distribution of the states increases with the state in the
sense of first-order stochastic dominance, the implementable level of effort under an
optimal relational contract increases with the state, and the expected joint surplur in
the second best also increases with the state.
Consider the difference in per period joint surplus between the first best and the
second best.
S(eFB,0 ) - S(e(0IAW), 0)
=(Ey IeFB - C(eFB, 0)) - (E[yle(0IAW)] - c(e(0|AW), 0))
=(E[yleFB] - ci(eFB)) - (E[yle(OlAW)] - c1(e(0|AW))).
Given AW, e(0IAW) is constant across the states, and we also know that
E[yle(0JAW)] - c1(e(0|AW))
increases with AW. Therefore, the difference in the per period joint surplus,
S(eFB,0 ) - S(e(01AW),0 ),
decreases with the state, and by the persistence of the states, the difference in the
expected joint surplus also decreases with the state. From Assumption 2.6, the dif-
ference is strictly positive at 0. D
When the per period joint surplus in the first best increases with the state, the
persistence of the states enter the optimization problem through the bonus cap, and
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the expected joint surplus under an optimal relational contract also increases with
the state. The dynamic enforcement constraint magnifies the impact of persistent
states, and the expected joint surplus varies more in the second best than in the first
best.
2.6.2 Incentive Provision Varies with the State
In the first case, only the joint surplus varies with the state, and the incentive provision
for given bonus cap was held constant across the states. Now, I am going to consider
the alternative case in which the joint surplus in the first best is constant across the
state but the incentive provision varies with the state.
I assume that the first best level of effort is constant across the states. This is
without loss of generality for any interior solution eFB. I also assume that for given
bonus cap, the maximum per period joint surplus strictly increases with the state,
and the principal cannot implement the first best level of effort in the worst state,
even with the expected joint surplus in the first best.
Assumption 2.7. The first best level of effort is constant in all states. The per
period joint surplus in the first best is constant across the states: S(eFB 0) = S* for
all 0.
Assumption 2.8. For given bonus cap AW, if the principal cannot induce the first
best level of effort, the maximum per period joint surplus strictly increases with the
state. i.e., S(e(0|AW), 0) strictly increases with 0 for all e(0|AW) < eF.
Assumption 2.9. The principal cannot implement the first best level of effort in the
lowest state, and e(OlsFB) < eFB.
Under the second set of assumptions, the expected joint surplus in the second
best strictly increases with the state, and the difference in the expected joint surplus
between the first best and the second best decreases with the state. We have the
following proposition which is an analogue of Proposition 2.14.
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Proposition 2.15. Suppose Assumptions 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 hold. There exists
0* E 0 such that sSB(Q) strictly increases with 0 for 0 < 0*, and sSB(o) =FB for
0 > 0*. The difference in the joint surplus between the first best and the second best,
SFB _ SsB(O), decreases with the state. The difference is strictly positive at 0, and it
is weakly bigger than zero at all 0.
Proof. By Assumptions 2.8, 2.9 and the persistence of the states, the per period joint
surplus in the second best weakly increases with 0, and it increases strictly for all 0
such that e(0IssB(0)) < eFB. Therefore, the expected joint surplus in the second best
also increases with the state. Since the first best joint surplus is constant across the
states, the difference between the first best and the second best decreases with the
state. l
I have considered two types of persistent states. In both environments, the differ-
ence in the expected joint surplus between the first best and the second best decreases
with the state. If the two factors, the level of joint surplus in the first best and the
difficulty of incentive provision, move in the same direction, the effect will be magni-
fied. If they move in the opposite directions, the difference in the joint surplus will
be determined by which effect dominates.
2.6.3 Benefits from Relational Contracts
Suppose there exists a positive benefit from relational contracts. I define full-commitment
contracts as contracts under which the principal specifies the compensation scheme
as functions of history and commit to both the fixed wage and the bonus payments.
In my model, the only constraint under full-commitment contracts is the agent's IC
constraints, and the principal can implement the first best under full-commitment
contracts.
There could be gains from relational contracts as it is often impractical to write
complete contracts. Performance measures can be hard to describe, and often, the
best performance measure is a subjective measurement. When there is positive benefit
x > 0 from relational contracts, the principal prefers the relational contracts over full-
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commitment contracts if and only if the benefit is bigger than the difference in the
expected joint surplus.
Proposition 2.16. Suppose Assumptions 2.3 and 2.6 hold. Let x > 0 be the benefit
from relational contracts. The principal prefers relational contracts if and only if the
prior on the states is sufficiently high:
j SSB(0) dP (0o) +x - sFB (0o) dP 0o)
Proof. The principal can implement the first best with full-commitment contracts.
Given prior PO on the state, the difference in the expected joint surplus between the
full-commitment contract and the optimal relational contract is given by
f(sFB(Og) - SSB (0))dp(O0) - x.
J00
Proposition 2.17. Suppose Assumption 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 hold. Let x > 0 be the
benefit from relational contracts. The principal prefers relational contracts if and
only if the prior on the states is sufficiently high:
jsB(0o)dPo(Oo)+ x > sFB.
Proof. The principal can implement the first best with full-commitment contracts,
and the joint surplus in the first best is constant.
2.7 Conclusion
I study relational contracts in a persistent environment in this chapter. I find that
many of the general properties of the optimal relational contracts in i.i.d. states carry
over to persistent states, if there is no asymmetric information about the state. The
benchmark is when the states are observable and exogenously given. When the states
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follow a first-order Markov chain, the state in any given period is a sufficient static
for the distribution of future states. In particular, the outcome doesn't have any
information about the distribution of future states, and the principal can provide the
incentives by the bonus payments. It is optimal to provide the same expected per
period payoff in every state.
If the continuation contract for a given state in some period provides the maximum
joint surplus for the given state, the principal can provide the same continuation
contract in every period for the given state. Since the agent gets the same expected
payoff in all states, the agent's IC constraints are still satisfied when the principal
replaces the continuation contract, and the optimal contract can be stationary. The
principal can also redistribute the surplus through the fixed wage, and we get the
dynamic enforcement constraint as with i.i.d. states. An effort schedule can be
implemented with stationary contracts if and only if it satisfies the IC constraint and
the dynamic enforcement constaint. As was the case with i.i.d. states, the principal
can either implement the first best effort, or the optimal contract takes the form of a
step function.
The properties of the optimal contracts carry over to endogenous states if there
is no asymmetric information about the state. The maximum joint surplus can be
attained with a stationary contract when the productivity is the state variable. When
the productivity is observed before the principal makes the payment, there is no in-
formation asymmetry. The agent's effort affects the distribution of future states, but
given the productivity for the next period, the distribution of future states is known
both to the principal and the agent. The principal can adjust the present compen-
sation and provide the incentives by bonus payments, while keeping the expected
payoff constant. Then, the incentive provision in each state becomes myopic, and the
principal can offer a stationary contract and maximize the joint surplus. A version of
dynamic enforcement constraint, together with the IC constraint, is the necessary and
sufficient condition to implement an effort schedule with such stationary contracts.
I show that the nature of the state has starkly different implications for the mar-
ket when the principal and the agent can be randomly, anonymously, and costlessly
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matched with new partners. Cooperation is impossible if the states are i.i.d., regard-
less of the nature of the state. If the states are persistent, we get varying degree of
cooperation depending on the type of the state. If it's agent-specific, the principal and
the agent stay in the relationship forever, and there is no market. If it's relationship-
specific, they exit the current relationship if and only if the expected joint surplus
falls below some threshold. With macro shocks, cooperation is impossible, and the
principal cannot induce any level of effort.
Persistent states can affect the relational contracts through two mechanisms. The
persistence of the states imply that if the joint surplus depends on the state, the
bonus cap also varies with the state, and the implementable level of effort depends on
the state, even if the incentive provision for the given bonus cap is identical in each
state. On the other hand, the incentive provision for the given bonus cap can also
change with the state. If the joint surplus in the first best increases with the state, or
if the implementable level of effort for given bonus cap increases with the state, the
difference in the joint surplus between the first best and the second best decreases
with the state. The principal prefers the relational contracts to full-commitment
contracts only if the initial state is sufficiently high.
I consider two types of persistent environment in this chapter. If the states are
observable and exogenously given, or if the outcome is the state variable, the optimal
contract can be stationary. However, if the states are unobservable, or if the agent's
effort affects the distribution of the states, where the outcome is only a noisy signal of
the state, there can be information asymmetry between the principal and the agent
about the future states. The belief about the agent's effort matters for the future, and
the relational contract will likely have to take into account the private information.
It will be interesting to study relational contracts when the information about the
future states is no longer symmetric.
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Chapter 3
Future Learning and Preference for
Delegation
3.1 Introduction
When a task is assigned to a manager, the manager has payoff-relevant information
about the task and chooses the optimal action given his information. The manager's
information may stay the same throughout his term, but his information about the
task may change between the time of the assignment and the performance of the task.
The manager can learn about the optimal action at his own cost, and he can also
learn from someone else about the optimal action. If he learns from someone else,
the informant doesn't necessarily have to provide the information to the manager.
The communication will occur only if the informant is willing to share the informa-
tion. When and what the informant communicates with the manager depends on the
identities of the manager and the informant. Anticipating the arrival of new infor-
mation, the principal's choice of a manager must take into account this endogenous
communication.
This chapter studies preference for delegation when the manager can learn about
the state before taking the action. There is an unknown state of the world which
determines the optimal action to take. The players have the same vNM utility from
the action, but they differ in their beliefs about the state of the world. After the
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principal chooses the manager, one of the agents may receive a private signal about
the state. The agent decides whether or not to disclose the signal to the manager,
and the manager updates his posterior belief. The manager cannot commit to an
action ex ante and chooses the optimal action given his posterior.
I start in Section 3.3 with an analysis of the equilibria with binary signals. There
are two states of the world, and there are also two signals, which increases the like-
lihood of each state. Given a prior on the state, a player has an expected utility as
a function of his belief and the manager's action. The optimal action is determined
by the posterior of the player. When an agent has a signal, he can either report it
or withhold it from the manager. Reporting and withholding the signal lead to two
different actions of the manager, and the agent compares his expected utility given his
own posterior belief. Roughly speaking, the agent with a signal reports it if and only
if it brings the posterior of the manger closer to his own posterior than not reporting
it. The communication strategies are given by cutoff strategies. When the prior of
the agent is close to the prior of the manager, he reports both signals when he has
one, but if his prior is farther away from that of the manager, he reports only the
favorable signal.
When the principal chooses the manager, he compares the equilibria of the sub-
games for the manager's prior beliefs. In general, there is multiplicity of equilibria
for the given prior belief of the manager. However, there exist the smallest and the
largest PBE of the subgame, and the extremal equilibria are monotone increasing
with the manager's belief. Specifically, the agents' strategies are given by the cutoff
points on the space of priors. In the extremal equilibria, the cutoffs are monotone
increasing with the manager's belief.
The next result, which is the main result of the chapter, considers the principal's
preference over the managers. The principal doesn't necessarily prefer the manager
with the same prior, even though such a manager will take the optimal action from the
principal's point of view in every subgame. When there is endogenous communication,
the amount of communication depends on the manager's prior belief. There is always
a first order gain from increase in communication, while the loss from the action choice
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is of second order. The principal prefers a manager who will bring in more gain from
communication. The change in the prior belief of the manager has two effects on the
expected utility. Each effect is through the change in the amount of communication
of each signal. When the manager's prior changes, it changes the measure of agents
who will report the signals. The change in the measure, together with the probability
of getting a signal and the loss from an unreported signal, determines the effect on
the expected utility for each signal.
Whether the principal prefers a more moderate manager or a more extreme man-
ager depends on the functional forms and the parameters. I show that there exist
two distributions of the priors of the agents such that the equilibrium behavior of the
subgame is identical for both distributions, but the principal prefers a more moderate
manager for one distribution and a more extreme manager for another distribution.
Section 3.4 extends the results to a continuum of signals. In the last period,
the manager's action is uniquely determined by his posterior belief. The agents'
communication strategies are given by cutoff strategies. The intuition is the same
as in the case with binary signals. An agent with a signal compares the expected
utility from reporting and not reporting the signal. The agent will report the signal
if and only if it leads to a more favorable action of the manager, and given the
supermodularity of the expected utility, the strategies are characterized by cutoff
points in the space of priors. There exist also the smallest and the largest PBE of
the subgame. In the first period, the principal prefers the manager with the highest
expected utility.
The next section considers the implication for voters' preferences when the voters
vote sincerely. If the leader has a chance of learning from one of the voters after he
is elected, the voters' preference over candidates takes into account that the leader's
identity, or the prior, leads to endogenous communication. The main implication is
that the voters no longer prefer the candidate with the same prior. The revealed
preference doesn't hold any more, and a voter always prefers a candidate who will
provide a first order gain from increase in communication.
There is a large literature on delegation. In Aghion and Tirole (1997), delegation
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may lead to a suboptimal action from the principal's point of view ex post, but it
increases the agent's incentives to acquire information. Che and Kartik (2009), on
the other hand, shows that having a conflict of interest motivates the agent to look
for information, both to persuade the principal and to avoid prejudice. In the setup
of Che and Kartik (2009), delegation is suboptimal because it demotivates the agent.
The principal in my model prefers delegation because of the gain from communication.
A manager does not look for information himself, but his type, or the prior on the
states, leads to endogenous communication, and the principal prefers to increase the
communication.
Other papers on information acquisition and appointment of an advisor or a juror
include Dur and Swank (2005) and Gerardi and Yariv (2008). Both of them consider
binary decisions, and Dur and Swank find that the decision maker's preference for
an adviser depends on the decision maker's type. In Gerardi and Yariv, the optimal
juror is extremely biased in the opposite direction of the decision maker. My model
has a continuum of actions, and the manager doesn't look for information by himself,
which leads to different incentives for delegation.
The chapter is also related to literature in strategic communication. Since the
signal is a hard-evidence, my chapter is closer to Grossman (1981) or Milgrom (1981)
than Crawford and Sobel (1982). In deciding whether to report the signal, the agent
weighs the expected utility from each choice, and he communicates the signal only if it
leads to a more favorable action of the manager. However, unlike in Grossman (1981)
or Milgrom (1981), a continuum of signals don't lead to unraveling in my model. In
an equilibrium, for each signal, there is a strictly positive mass of agents who report
the signal and a strictly positive mass of agents who don't.
Lastly, the information structure of my model is related to Banerjee and So-
manathan (2001). Their model has one signal that increases the likelihood of one
state, whereas my model has binary signals or a continuum of signals. The simi-
larities are that the communication strategies are cutoff strategies and the optimal
action is determined by the posterior belief. The voting environment in Section 3.5
is related to their environment, but Banerjee and Somanathan don't consider the
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preference over the leader's prior.
The rest of the chapter is organized as the following. I present the model in
Section 3.2, and the equilibria with binary signals are characterized in Section 3.3.
Section 3.4 extends the model to a continuum of signals, and Section 3.5 discusses
voters' preferences over candidates. Section 3.6 concludes.
3.2 Model
The principal has a task to delegate to a manager. The task provides a common
payoff to the principal, the manager and the agents, and the payoff is determined by
the action of the manager and the state of the world. After the principal chooses a
manager, one of the agents may receive a signal that is informative about the state
of the world. The agent with the signal decides whether or not to disclose the signal
to the manager. The signal is a hard-evidence. The manager cannot commit to an
action ex ante, and he chooses the action given his posterior belief.
There are two states of the world, 01 and 02. The prior on the state is indexed by
p E (0, 1), the belief that the true state is 01. The ex ante distribution of the agents'
beliefs is given by G(.), which is atomless and has a positive density everywhere.
The payoff from action x in state OB is given by Ui(x) for i = 1, 2. Uj is concave,
and U1 increases with the action, while U2 decreases with the action. Specifically, I
assume
U," < 0, U2 < 0 < U, Vx E (0, 1),
U1'(1) = U2'(0) = 0.
The action is chosen from [0, 1]. If the players know that they are in state 01, they
want action x = 1, and if they know that they are in state 82, they want action x = 0.
In general, the optimal action depends on the prior on the state.
After the principal chooses a manager, one of the agents may receive a signal. I
assume that the probability of getting a signal is identical for all agents, and at most
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one agent receives a signal. There are two signals, si and S2. The probability of
getting a signal is given by
Pr(si101) = pi, Pr(s 1|02) = p2, Pr(s2 |01) [p, Pr(s 2 |02) = P'2-
I assume that
P1 > pt2, p1' < pt'2,
P1 + [' <1, p2+ P' < 1
p1p's - P21 < min(PI - P2, P'2 - p')
The first two conditions mean that si increases the likelihood of state 01 and S2
increases the likelihood of state 02. The next two conditions say that there is at
most one signal, and the last condition is to ensure that the posterior beliefs are
well-behaved.
When an agent has a signal, he decides whether or not to disclose the signal to
the manager. The signal is non-falsifiable, and only the agent with the signal has a
choice in this stage. After the communication stage, the manager updates his belief
and chooses the action given his posterior. The manager cannot commit to an action
ex ante. The payoff is realized for everyone. Throughout the game, the structure of
the signal and the distribution of agents' beliefs are common knowledge. The timing
of the game is given in the following graph.
Timing of the Game
principal
chooses
a manager.
An agent
may receive
a signal.
The agent
reports
/withholds.
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manager
chooses x.
|
Payoff
is realized.
3.3 Characterization of Equilibria
This section presents the results with binary signals. I show the existence of a pure
strategy perfect Bayesian equilibrium, and I characterize the equilibria. The man-
ager's action in the last period is uniquely determined by his posterior, and the
agents' strategies are given by cutoff strategies. The extremal equilibria are mono-
tone increasing with the manager's prior, and the principal prefers a manager with a
different prior with probability one. Whether the principal prefers a more moderate
manager or a more extreme manager depends on the distribution of the agents' prior,
the probabilities of getting a signal and the functional form of the utility function.
I will solve for the equilibrium backwards. First, consider the players' expected
utility in the last period. Let V(p, x) be the expected utility from action x when the
posterior belief is p. We have
V(p, x) = pUi(x) + (1 - p)U2 (x).
From the concavity of U1 and U2 , we get the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. The manager's strategy is uniquely determined by his posterior
belief. It strictly increases with his posterior.
Proof. From
a V(P, x) = pUj"(x) + (1 -p)U"() < 0,
we know that &V/Ox strictly decreases with x. We know from Uj(1) = 0, U2(0) = 0
that there exists a unique solution x(p) that maximizes V(p, x). The same conditions
also guarantee that x(p) is an interior solution. The first order condition can be
written as
U1(x) 1 -p
U2(x) p
and the left hand side decreases with x, and the right hand side decreases with p.
Therefore, x(p) strictly increases with p. 0
Next, consider the agents' reporting strategies. Given the manager's prior P and
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the agents' strategies, the manager can have one of the three posterior beliefs. Let
wi(p), iF2(P) be the posterior beliefs when an agent reports signal si and s2, respec-
tively. '7 N(P) is the posterior belief when no signal is reported, which depends on the
equilibrium strategies of the agents. Let i1(p) and i2 (p) be the mass of agents who
report signal si and s2 in an equilibrium, respectively. 1N(p) can be written as
7TN(p 1(P), z2 (P)) =
' '- () -i 2 (P)) +I (1 - /)(1 - (P) - /'2i2(P))
1
1 +
The posterior beliefs when a signal is reported are given by the following expressions:
p/ti + (1 - p)pu2
_ P1
pi + (1 - p)p'"
Lemma 3.1. The posterior beliefs satisfy the following inequality in any equilibrium:
WR~p < FN (p,' i(P), 2 <FR(P)-
The posterior beliefs strictly increase with p.
Proof. From the regularity condition, we have
pi2 1 - 2i1(P) -p'2i2(p) <P2
1 - 1ii(Q) - pli2 () <pl
for all i 1 (p), i 2 (P) E [0, 1]. The fact that the posterior beliefs increase with p can be
seen by dividing both the numerator and the denominator by the numerator. L
Since the manager's action is uniquely determined by his posterior belief, the agent
compares two expected utilities when he has a signal. If he has signal si, and if he
reports it, the manager's posterior becomes r(#), and the manager chooses R(rp)).
The agent's expected utility is given by V(7rR(p), ((#))), where p is the agent's
prior. On the other hand, if he withholds his signal, the manager's posterior becomes
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7rN(p), and he chooses x(rFN(p)). The agent's expected utility is V(rR'(p), x(-FN(p-)))
In the equilibrium, the agent reports si if and only if
V(Tr'(P), X (7r' (P))) >! V(7r' (P), X (7N(P))-
Similarly, the agent reports S2 if and only if
V(-Fr (p), z(7r2 (p))) > V(7r2~) (7N(
The following lemma shows that the expected utility V(p, x) is supermodular in (p, x),
and the agent's strategies are given by cutoff strategies.
Lemma 3.2. The expected utility V(p, x) is supermodular in (p, x), and the agents'
strategies are cutoff strategies.
Proof. Consider the derivative of V(p, x) with respect to p and x:
32
0 V(p,) U'(x) - U'(x) > 0, VX,
which follows from Uj' > 0> U.
When V(p, x) is supermodular in (p, x), the difference V(p, X1 ) - V(p, X2 ) is mono-
tone in p. If X1 > X2 , there exists p' such that V(p, xi) > V(p, X2) if and only if p > p'.
Conversely, if x 1 < x 2 , there exists p" such that V(p, xi) > V(p, X 2) if and only if
p < p".
Together with the fact that 7r(p) and 7r(p) are strictly increasing with p, we
know that the agents' strategies are given by cutoff strategies. In particular, from
7Tr(P) > irN(P) > 7r(p), we know that there exists pi(P) such that si is reported if
and only if p > pi (P). S2 is reported if and only if p < P2(p) for some P2(P). 0
Lemma 3.2 shows that the agents' strategies are cutoff strategies. Since the agents
are indifferent between reporting a signal and withholding it if their prior belief is at
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the cutoff, we get two indifference conditions.
V (7Fr,(p1 (0p)), (0)) = V (7th,(p1( )),X (-rN (P))),
V(7l~2(p),X(7r2 (p))) = V(Tr~2(p) ~r p
From
gr~)> 9rN~p > 7rF2)
we get
7r~)> 7Fr (P1(P)) > grN~g > 7r2 (P2 > 7r2p
and in particular, we have
p1(P) < P < P2(P).
There exists a neighborhood [p1(P), P2(p) around the manager's prior in which the
agents report both signals. If the agent's prior is to the left to the neighborhood,
he reports only s2 , and if his prior is to the right of the neighborhood, he reports
only si. Together, p1(p) and P2(p)] determine the amount of communication in an
equilibrium.
I have shown that the manager's strategy is uniquely determined by his posterior
belief, and the agents' strategies are given by cutoff strategies. The agents are indif-
ferent between reporting and withholding a signal on a set of measure zero. The next
proposition establishes the existence of a pure strategy perfect Bayesian equilibirum.
Proposition 3.2. There exists a pure strategy perfect Bayesian equilibrium. The
agents' strategies are cutoff strategies, and the equilibrium strategies are characterized
by two cutoffs, p1(P), p2(P) E (0,1) where P is the manager's prior. Signal s 1 is
reported if and only if p > p1 (P), and s 2 is reported if and only if p < p2((P). We also
have p1(P) < P < P2(P).
Proof. The second part of the proposition is given in Lemma 3.2 and the following
discussion. I'll now show the existence of an equilibrium.
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Consider the following two equalities: Given p, p, there exist qi and q2 such that
V(7r' (qi), x (-rF)) = V(-Fr(qi), x (p)),
VR (q2), (Ri)) = V(r(q2), X (P)).
Define P(p, P) as
p(p,5) =FJrN~p 1 G(qi(p)), G(q2 (p))).
As we vary p, we can think of P as a mapping P(., P) : [0, 1] -+ [0, 1]. The fixed point
of the mapping is the posterior WN(P) in an equilibrium.
From iri(p) < P(0, P), P(1, P) < 7r,(P) and the fact that V, 7rr, xN are contin-
uous, there exists a fixed point such that (p, P) = p. Furthermore, the fixed point
is in (7r2(p), _rI(p)). Each fixed point corresponds to an equilibrium, and the agents'
strategies are given by p1(P) = qi (p), P2() q2 (p).
In general, there is multiplicity of equilibria. To see the reason for this, consider
the mapping p(-,15) on (ir(p), gr (p)). Since V(p, x) is supermodular, qi(p) and q2 (p)
increase with p. 7rN(,1 - G(qi(p)), G(q 2 (p))) increases with both qi(p) and q2(p),
and the mapping f(p, P) strictly increases with p. Therefore, P(-, P) can intersect with
y = x multiple times, which leads to multiplicity of equilibria.
When there is multiplicity of equilibria, the principal's preference over the man-
agers in the first period depends on the equilibria of the subgames for each prior P.
The next proposition shows that the extremal equilibria of the subgame are monotone
with respect to the prior of the manager.
Proposition 3.3. There exist the smallest and the largest PBE of the subgame
when the manager's prior is P. Let p*(P), p* (P) be the cutoffs of the smallest PBE.
p* (P), p*(P) are monotone increasing with P. Similarly, let p**(P), p**(P) be the cutoffs
of the largest PBE. p**(P), p**(f) are monotone increasing with 1.
Proof. We know from Proposition 3.2 that the agents' strategies are given by the
cutoffs in the space of priors. Given two cutoffs, pi () and P2 (P), the posterior of the
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manager with no reported signal is uniquely determined. Conversely, given 1FN(P),
the cutoffs are determined by the indifference conditions.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 provides that qi (p) and q2 (p) increase with p. When
there is multiplicity of equilibria, there exists the smallest and the largest lrN(p). The
cutoffs corresponding to the smallest and the largest posteriors are the smallest and
the largest, and there exist the smallest and the largest equilibria.
Consider f(p, P) defined in the proof of Proposition 3.2, now also as a function of
i. It can be easily verified that when P increases, qi(p) and q2 (p) increase for each
p, and p(p, P) increases with P. The smallest equilibrium corresponds to the smallest
fixed point of the mapping P(p, P) = p, and if p(p, P) increases for all p, the fixed point
p also has to increase. Therefore, qi (p) and q2 (p) also increase when p increases.
Similarly, the largest equilibrium corresponds to the largest fixed point f(p, P) = p.
If $(p, P) increases for all p, the largest fixed point also increases, and the cutoffs qi (p)
and q2 (p) also increase. D
In the first period, the principal has beliefs about the equilibrium of the subgame
for each manager with prior P. Let P be the prior of the principal, and W(P, P) be
the principal's expected utility from choosing the manager with prior P. W(P, P) can
be written as the following:
W(P, P) =ii(P)(pi + (1 - )p2)V(r(P), x(rfp)))
+ i2 ()(pp' + (1 - )p)V(7F2(), x(7rF(2)))
+ (1 - i(P)(fp 1 + (1 - $)p2) - i 2 (P)(p5'1 + (1 - P)p'2))
where i1 (p) and i 2 (p) are the measures of the agents who report signal si and S2,
respectively.
Since V(p, x) is concave and maximized at an interior point, we know that
OW aW _ W
T -0
7r(P) R p_ rNp)
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The first order derivative of W(pi,p) can be written as
aw
OW P
Oii(p) OW
8 o i1l),,
+ i2(P) OW
O 0i2(9) =
The third term in W(P, P) is the expected utility when there is no reported signal,
and it can be rewritten as
p3(1 - pii1(3) - p'1i2 (1 3))U1(x(7rN(, ii1(3), i2 ())
) (1 - (1 - P2 - P'i 2 (P))U2 (x(1rN(, i1 ( ), Z2
=V(Ap, x(7TN (, il (1) 2
fi(3)(3ppi + (1
- i2 (#)(p'1+ (1 -jp)p2)V(7r(),x(7N( , 2( .
Therefore, the partial derivatives with respect to the amount of communications are
at, (P) aW
0ii p)iBW)
Oi2(p)OW
012 (P3)
- # I (pi + (1 - p)p2)
x (V(r (P), x(r7())) - V ) (P, ( ))
Oi2(1)(pp13 + (1 - Ap2
x (V(7T(p), X(_r2(p))) - V(7rF(p), XCWN(1, il(P), i2( -
At p - p, the difference in V is positive for both terms:
V(r (P), X(Tr())) - V(7r(p), X( rN(, l (P), i2(1)))) > 0,
The first-order effect on the measure of agents reporting signals depends on the equi-
librium selection of the subgames. If the principal believes that they will be in the
smallest equilibrium of the subgame for each P, then we have
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Pp2) V(7Fr'(P), X (7rN (A , Z2
V(7r2 (p), X(7r2 (p))) (iP), X(rN (A, 'Il (P), i2()) > 0 -
<0<
< 0 <.
op ap
We get the same signs of the first-order effects if the principal believes that they will
be in the largest equilibirum for each P.
Unless the first order derivative of W(p, p) is zero at p = , the principal prefers
a manager with some prior p P p to the manager with the same prior.
Proposition 3.4. Let P be the prior of the principal. The principal prefers a manager
with p on a set of measure 1.
Proof. Let W(P, P) be the expected utility from choosing a manager with prior p,
where P is the prior of the principal. The prior of the manager has second order
effects on the expected utility through the manager's action. There are first-order
effects through communication, and the effect is given by
aW _ i(P) aW + ai2(P) BW
op Op Oi1(P) a 0o 0i2 (P) p
where
OiiQ3) OW OiiQp)
~ ~(p) (ppi +(1p)2)
ap azi1(P) ap
x (V(r'(P), x(r'(P))) - V(7Fr'(P), x(N (P, 1(P), i2 ( ))),
Bi2(p) OW _ 0i2 (p)
Op (9i2 (P) - Op
x (V(_r2(p), X(_r(p))) - V(7r2(p), (rN (p , 1(p), i2(p)))))
In general, BW/ap is not zero at P = P, and the principal prefers a manager with a
different prior. El
Proposition 3.4 shows that the principal prefers a manager with some different
prior to the manager with the same prior. Whether the principal prefers a more
moderate manager or a more extreme manager depends on the utility functions and
the parameters. The next proposition shows that the preference of the principal can
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go in both directions, when the equilibrium behavior of the subgame is held fixed.
Proposition 3.5. There exist distributions of the agents' prior, G1(-), G2(-), such
that the equilibrium strategies of the subgame after the manager is chosen are identical
for both distributions, but the principal prefers a more moderate manager with G 1 (),
and he prefers a more extreme manager with G 2 (-).
Proof. Suppose the distribution of the priors is G1. Let p(1P), P2(p) be the cutoffs of
the agents' strategies in an equilibrium of the subgame with prior P. From the above
discussion, we have i1() 1 - G1(pi1(P)), i 2(3) = G1(p2(P)), and
84 2(13) _ p21 g(p2(1))~.
We can always find another distribution G2 such that G1 (p1()) G2 (p1(3)), G1(p2())
G2 (p2(5)). Under distribution G2, Pi (P), P2(P) form an equilibrium of the subgame.
Since 7FN(, il (P), i2(p)) doesn't change, V(r(p), x(7rR(p)))-V(7r I (f), X (7N(pi, i1 (1), i2
and V(TR(p),x(7r(p))) - V((), x(FN( ,ii (1),i2 (p)))) also don't change. We also
know thatfitt'1 + (1 - P)pL2, pp' +(1 -)p' don't change, and from the indifference con-
ditions, OpI/Op, OP2/0p also don't change. Given these values, we can find G 2 under
which the sign of OW/Op changes. Then, the equilibrium strategies of the subgame
are identical under the two distributions, but under one distirbution, the principal
prefers a more moderate manager, but under another distribution, he prefers a more
extreme manager.
In a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, the manager's action is uniquely determined by
his posterior belief in the last period. The agents' strategies are given by cutoff strate-
gies, and the agents mix on a set of measure zero. I've also shown the existence of a
pure strategy perfect Bayesian equilibrium, and the extremal equilibria are monotone
increasing with the manager's prior. The principal prefers a manager with a different
prior to the one with the same prior, and whether he prefers a more moderate or a
more extreme manager depends on underlying parameters and functional forms.
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3.4 Continuum of Signals
This section discusses the environment where there is a continuum of signals. In
a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, the manager's action is uniquely determined by his
posterior, and the agents' strategies are given by cutoff strategies. Unlike Grossman
(1981) or Milgrom (1981), the continuum of signals don't lead to unraveling, and the
probability of each signal being reported lies strictly between 0 and 1. There exist the
smallest and the largest PBE of the subgame, and the principal chooses a manager
with the highest expected utility.
Let S [s, 9] be the set of signals. The probability of getting a signal s is given by
Pr(s|6i) = fi(s) and Pr(s|0 2) = f2(s). The densities are strictly positive everywhere
and atomless. There is at most one signal, and we have f fi(s)ds < 1, f f 2 (s)ds < 1.
I also assume that the likelihood of state 01 increases with s: fl(s)/f2(s) increases
with s.
I assume the following for fi and f2 for all s:
fiGs) 1- f fi(t)dt fm(g)
f2 (s) 1-ff2(t) dt f2(9)'
fis_ 1 - f, f(t) dt fi (9)
f2() 1 - f f2(t)dt f2(s)
The first result of this section is that the manager's action is uniquely determined by
his posterior and increases with it.
Proposition 3.6. In a PBE, the manager's action is uniquely determined by his
posterior. x(p) strictly increases with the manager's posterior p.
Proof. From
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a- 2 V(px) =pU"(x) + (1 - p)Uj(x) <0,
the first order condition strictly decreases with x. We know from U'(1) = 0, U2(0) = 0
that there exists a unique solution x(p) that maximizes V(p, x). The same conditions
also guarantee that x(p) is an interior solution. The first order condition can be
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written as
_U() _ 1-p
U '(X) p'
and the left hand side decreases with x, and the right hand side decreases with p.
Therefore, x(p) strictly increases with p. E
In the last period, it doesn't matter whether there were binary signals or a con-
tinuum of signals. The manager updates his posterior depending on whether a signal
is reported, and if so, which signal is reported. Given the posterior of the manager,
the optimal action is uniquely determined by the concavity of the utility functions.
The next proposition characterizes the reporting strategies of the agents. As was
the case with binary signals, the agent's strategy for a given signal is characterized
by a cutoff point in the space of priors. Denote by lrR(p, s) the manager's posterior
when signal s is reported and his prior is p.
Proposition 3.7. In a PBE, the agents' strategy given a manager's prior P is char-
acterized by r : S -+ [0,1] and so G S such that (i) for s < so, the agent reports a
signal if and only if p < r(s), (ii) for s > so, the agent reports a signal if and only
if p > r(s), (iii) signal so leads to the same posterior of the manager as no reported
signal: N(, r) ~ 7R(, S0)-
Proof. Suppose i(s) is the measure of agents who report signal s in an equilibrium.
Given i(s) for s E S, there exists 7FN(f), the posterior of the manager when no agent
reports a signal.
Now, consider the agent with signal s. If he reports the signal, the manager
chooses x(7FR(, s)). If the agent withholds the signal, the manager chooses x(lrN(P)).
Given his own posterior 7FR(p, s), the agent reports the signal if and only if
A(p,s) = V(rR(p, s), V(rR(A, s))) - V(rR(p,s), x(TN ())) > 0 -
x(p) increases with p, and we have x(rR(p, s)) > X(7N(f)) if and only if 7rR(p, s) >
7FN(f). Since V(p, x) is superniodular, A (p, s) increases with p when rR (, s) > TN(P),
and there exists r(s) such that the agent reports signal s if and only if p > r(s).
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If 7rR(p, s) < FN(), A(p, s) decreases with p. Therefore, there exists r(s) such
that the agent reports s if and only if p < r(s). If TR(, s) = 1N(p), the agent is
indifferent between reporting and withholding the signal.
An equilibrium is characterized by r(s) and so E S such that WN( , r(s))
WR(P, so) and the agent reports s < so if and only if p < r(s). The agent reports
s > so if and only ifp > r(s). D
Proposition 3.7 shows that the agents' strategies are given by the cutoffs in the
space of priors. When the agent reports a signal depends on the relative size of
7FR(P, s) and WN(P, r), where the latter is an endogenous object. However, the following
corollary shows that 7FR(r(s), s) strictly increases with s and coincides with 7R(p, s)
at s = so.
Corollary 3.1. In an equilibrium, the posterior 7rR(r(s), s) strictly increases with s
and is between 7rN(f, r) and rR(, s). They all coincide at s = so. Specifically, we
have
lrR(, s) < 7R(r(s), s) < 7N (p, r) if s < so,
7R(, S) =R(r(s), s) = 7rN (,r) if s = so,
N (p, r) < lR(r(s), s) < 7R(p, S) otherwise.
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 3.7, we have
A(p,s) V(HR(p,s), x (R(AS))) - V(R(p,s), x (N()))-
The agent is indifferent between reporting and withholding the signal at the cutoff,
and A(r(s), s) = 0.
In an equilibrium, WN( ) is fixed, while lR(p, s) increases with s. From Proposi-
tion 3.7, we have
rR(p, s) > WN(P) 4 S > So,
and 7N(P) < 7TR(r(s),S) < FR(Ps). For p' < IFR(p,S), s > sO, V(p',x(-FR( ,s)))
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V(p', x(7N(P))) decreases with s. Together with the fact that V(p', x(WR(p, s))) -
V(p', X(-FN(f))) increases with p' when s > so, we know that lfR(r(s), s) increases
with s. By a similar argument, 7rR(r(s), s) increases with s when s < so. E
The above corollary provides upper and lower bounds on FN (P, r). Together with
the regularity conditions, we have WR(f, s) < rN(p, r) < 7FR(, 5) in any equilibrium.
By the fixed point theorem, we get the existence of a pure strategy PBE.
Proposition 3.8. There exists a pure strategy perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
Proof. We know from Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.1 that a perfect Bayesian equi-
librium is characterized by r : S -- [0, 1] and so E S such that
if s < so, the agent reports s if and only if p < r(s),
1FR(5) < R (r(s), s) < 7TN (, r),
if s = so, the agent is indifferent between reporting and withholding so,
7R(5) - TR r (s), s) = 7N (, r),
otherwise, the agent reports s if and only if p > r(s),
7FN(p,r) <lrR(r(s), s) < 7R(5 S),
and the agents may mix between reporting and withholding a signal if and only if
p = r(s) or s = so.
Consider the following mapping : [WR(, sA wR(F, 5) X S [ 0, 1 given by
V ( (p, S), X (7TR (,S))) = V ( (p, S), X (P)).
The agent with prior f(p, s) is indifferent between reporting and withholding signal
s if the manager chooses x(p) when no signal is reported. Since V(p, x) has a unique
interior maximand, i is well-defined. Also define s(p) as 7FR(, s(p)) = p.
Define p : [7R(ps), 7R(p, 9)] - [0, 1] as the following:
AP H 1 (p)
iHi (p) + (1 - #)H 2 (p)'
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where
H1(p) =1 - G(f (p, s))fi(s)ds - (I - G( (p, s)))fi(s)ds,
H 2(p) =I - G(P(p, s))f 2(s)ds - (I - G(i (p, s)))f 2(s)ds.
The fixed point fi(p) = p is the posterior of the manager when no signal is re-
ported. f provides the cutoffs for the agents' reporting strategies. By the continuity
of the functions and the posteriors, fi is a continuous mapping. From the regularity
conditions, P(p) E (nR(p, s), 7rR(p, 9)), and by the fixed point theorem, there exists a
fixed point of the mapping fi. D
Proposition 3.8 shows that unlike in Grossman (1981) or Milgrom (1981), unrav-
eling doesn't occur with a continuum of signals. In an equilibrium, the posterior of
the manager when no signal is reported lies strictly between rR(p, s) and r (p, 9),
and the mass of agents reporting signal s is in (0, 1) for all s E S.
The following proposition shows that there exist the smallest and the largest
equilibria for the given prior of the manager.
Proposition 3.9. Given the prior of the manager P, there exist the smallest and the
largest equilibria of the subgame.
Proof. The proof runs parallel to the proof of Proposition 3.3. Consider the mappings
f and P from the proof of Proposition 3.8. We can extend the definition of the
mappings so that P is a parameter. Since V(p, x) is supermodular, f(p, s) increases
with p for all s E S. i(p, s) corresponding to the smallest and the largest fixed point
of P(p) = p are the smallest and the largest equilibria of the subgame when the
manager's prior is P.
Given an equilibrium of the subgame, the principal's expected utility can be writ-
ten as a function of the prior of the manager. In the first period, the principal chooses
the manager with prior p with the highest expected utility.
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Proposition 3.10. Given the principal's belief about the equilibrium of the subgame
for each prior of the manager, the principal chooses the manager with the highest
expected utility.
3.5 Voting
This section discusses the implication for voters' preferences over candidates. If the
leader has a chance to learn from the voters after he is elected, and if the voters vote
sincerely, the voters don't prefer the candidate with the same prior the most. A voter
strictly prefers a candidate who brings in gain from communication to a candidate
with the same prior.
Specifically, consider the following environment. There is a continuum of voters
with prior on the state 01,02. The distribution of the priors is given by G(-). There
are two signals, si and s2, with the following probabilities:
Pr(si 01) = pi, Pr(si10 2) = P2, Pr(s 2 |01) = [', Pr(s 2 102 ) = P'2
such that
P1 > P2, i' < P'2,
P1 +p1 1, P2+p'2 1,
pp2 - A2/1 < min(p1 - p2, /2 - ')-
After the leader is elected, one of the voters may receive a private signal and decides
whether or not to report it to the leader. After the communication stage, the leader
chooses a policy which provides an identical payoff to all voters and the leader himself.
The leader cannot commit to a policy ex ante.
Assumption 3.1. Voters vote sincerely.
Proposition 3.11. Under Assumption 3.1, a voter doesn't prefer the candidate with
the same prior the most. On a set of measure 1, for given p E (0, 1), there exists
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a prior P # p such that a voter with prior p prefers a candidate with prior P to a
candidate with prior p.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 3.4. D
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I study preference for delegation when the manager can learn before
taking an action. There is an unobservable payoff-relevant state, and the players
have prior beliefs about the state. After the principal chooses the manager, one of
the agents may receive a private signal about the state. The agent with the signal
decides whether or not to report the signal to the manager. The signal is hard-
evidence. After the communication stage, the manager updates his posterior belief
about the state and chooses an action. The manager cannot commit to an action ex
ante and chooses the optimal action given his posterior belief.
In an equilibrium, the agents' strategies are given by cutoff strategies. This is
the case with both binary signals and a continuum of signals. In an equilibrium, the
manager's action is determined by his posterior belief, and the agent with a signal
compares his expected utility from two actions the manager will choose, the one with
a signal and the other one with no reported signal. Since the expected utility for
given posterior and action is supermodular, the agent's strategy is characterized by
a cutoff point in the space of priors.
The cutoffs of the agents' strategies depend on the prior of the manager, and
the amount of communication in an equilibrium is endogenous. Anticipating the en-
dogenous communication, the principal takes into account the communication when
he chooses the manager. The manager with the same prior as the principal always
chooses the optimal action from the principal's perspective. In any subgame, their
ideal actions coincide. However, the effect on the expected utility through communi-
cation is of first-order, while the loss from the action choice is of second-order. The
principal prefers a manager who bring in more gain from communication to a man-
ager with the same prior. Whether he prefers a more moderate manager or a more
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extreme manager depends on the functional forms and the parameters.
The implication for voting is that a voter no longer prefers a candidate with the
same prior the most. If the voters vote sincerely, and if the leader has a chance to
learn from the voters after he is elected, the voter takes into account that the identity
of the leader affects the amount of information revealed in the equilibrium. The leader
with a different prior will choose a sub-optimal policy from the voter's perspective,
but the leader brings out more information and the ex ante expected utility is higher
with some difference of priors.
When the principal prefers a manager with some difference in prior, he strictly
prefers delegation over taking the action by himself. Even if he could be the one to
communicate with the agents and take an action, the principal knows that someone
else would bring out more information than he himself, and he prefers to delegate
the decision making. The intuition generalizes to models when there is endogenous
learning. If the agents can search for a signal at some cost, the level of effort in
an equilibrium depends on both the manager's prior and the agent's prior. The
level of effort is optimal from the agent's perspective, but the expected utility in an
equilibrium is not equalized across the priors of the manager, and with probability
one, the principal wants someone with a different prior to be the manager.
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Appendix A
Proofs
A.1 Proofs for Chapter 1
Proof of Proposition 1.2. There are three IC constraints to consider: there are two IC
constraints in the second period after the good outcome or the bad outcome in the first
period, and there is the IC constraint for the one-shot deviation in the first period.
We know from the proof of Proposition 1.1 that the positive persistence implies that
the IC constraint for the one-shot deviation is sufficient for the IC constraint for the
double deviation.
The IC constraints are
R 1-c7 2 (PPHR = -C + 72 PL )w(11) + (1 - 72 (PH)W()
> w(10),
Ra=-c+ir H 2PHR 0 =c+-v 2 (PL) W(1)+(1- \PL ( )w(O)
> w(00),
-c + 71(1 -)(w(O) + 3RO)
> w(O) + 6(-c + r1M PH w(01) + (1 - 7r M PH)W(O))
\PL/ L
where -Fr2 and kr2 are the priors in the second period after the good and the bad
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outcomes in the first period.
One can verify that the IC constraiiits are satisfied under the given contract, and
the given contract yields the rent specified in Proposition 1.1. E
Proof of Proposition 1.3. From Proposition 1.1, if the principal wants the agent to
work in both periods, the minimum rent is
6c det M 7 (1PH - PL)2
71(1-PH.R 2(PH)
If the principal takes his outside option after the good outcome in the first period
but wants the agent to work both in the first period and the second period after the
bad outcome, he has to leave the same amount of rent as inducing the agent to work
in both periods. Since the outside option is inefficient, the principal never wants to
take his outside option only after the good outcome in the first period.
If the principal takes his outside option after the bad outcome in the first period,
the principal doesn't have to leave any rent to the agent. The IC constraint in the
first period becomes
-c +7 (w(1) + 5Ri) + (1 - 7ri PH
\PL ) \PL/W )> (
and the principal can offer
w(O) w(10) = 0,
'w(1) =1(PH'
w~ll) (PH)'PL
w(11) = C
where 7r2 is the principal's prior in the second period after the good outcome in the
first period. Since the principal is already leaving no rent, the principal prefers to
have the agent work in the first period and the second period after the good outcome.
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The loss in outcome in this case is
1(1PH) (c +r2 (PH) - u)
1-_pL PL
If the principal takes his outside option in the first period, the second period
problem becomes the same as the one period model, and the principal can induce
working in the second period without leaving any rent. The loss in outcome is
-C + 7r1 H U
\PL)/
If the principal mixes the continuation contract, it has the same effect as taking
the linear combination of the IC constraints, and it convexifies the set of payoffs.
Therefore, the principal's problem is to choose the contract that minimizes the
sum of the rent and the loss in outcome, and he prefers to leave the rent to the agent
if the loss from taking the outside option is greater than the rent. This happens when
oc det Mw'r2PH -PL) 2-±7 1 PHI-
1 PH1 7 2 (PH)
6~c de M 1 2 < i -P+7 i PH1-pL PL
cdetM 1 2(PH- PL- _ H(-C + i2 PH
7T1 (1-PH) j2 (PH) -PL (PL)
'I1PL kPL) L/\L
Rearranging the inequalities, we get the conditions given in the proposition.
If one of the inequalities doesn't hold, the expected loss in outcome from taking
the outside option in some period is smaller than the rent to the agent, and the
principal prefers to take his outside option in that period. l
Proof of Proposition 1.4. After history ht-, the IC constraint for deviating for T
periods is
T
V(h t- 1, ,t) > 6k-lq(ht-1 L Iik-1)w(ht-1 Li hk) + 6TV (ht-1 Li IT, ,tMT),
k=1
where the principal takes his outside option with probability 1 -q(htL hk) after htLihk.
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/o 0 and h'-1 u hk, 1 < k < T, are defined by
ht-1+k 0 if the agent is induced to work but shirks,
-1 if the principal takes his outside option.
There is a sequence of IC constraints for T > 1, and the maximum of the argu-
ments on the right hand side of the IC constraints is the minimum rent to the agent.
Therefore, the rent to the agent is bounded from below by
T
max([ 6k-lq(ht- i hk-l)w(htl hk) + STV(ht-l L jT, wtMT)]
T;> k=1
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let 7r' be the principal's prior given history ht-1 = 0.
t-1
If the principal offers
w(h t l) = c ,w(h t0) = 0,Vt > 0,
the agent is induced to work in every period. Since the continuation value of the
agent doesn't depend on the history, the agent's IC constraint becomes myopic, and
the probability the agent assigns on the good state is the lowest when all outcomes
have been bad. Therefore, the agent chooses to work in every period with the above
contract. The rent to the agent is given by
00
and there's no loss in outcome.
The above contract gives an upper bound on the difference in the principal's payoff
between the first best and the second best. Using
,Ft(PH) >M2(PH
PL \PLI
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we have
0o
E t-1(-c+7rlMt-i PH 
C
1 PL 7 t(PH)
ooL
6 -(-c + 7cMt_1 PH C
ZL)(7c t (MPHPH)
t=2 PL
oo
<, o (c+r*t (PH c2(H
-t_1 \PL M2
c 6 det M 6
M 2 (PH) 1 -l detM (PH PL) ( M21 + 7)
The difference in the average per period payoff of the principal between the first
best and the second best is at most
c 6 detM
(-6) M2(PH) detM (PH - PL)( 1 5 M 2 1 + r)
c o det M
S1 detM(PH PL)(8 M21 + (1 - )7F).
M2 (PH) 1 - 6 det M(P1
Therefore, given c > 0, there exists 5 such that for S < 6, the principal can
approximate his first best payoff by E. Conversely, for given 6, there exists D and A,
such that if det M < D or PH/PL < Ap, the principal can approximate his first best
payoff by c.
In addition, the principal can offer
W(1) = , w(0) = 0,
w(h tl) = c ,w(ht0) = 0, Vt > 1,
and he can approximate his first best payoff with a contract that is stationary from
the second period. L
Proof of Proposition 1.8. Consider the IC constraints of the agent. By deviating in
period t given history ht-, the agent effectively replaces the continuation contract for
ht 11 with the continuation contract for ht-10. When the payments are independent
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of the history, the continuation contract from period t + 1 is identical whether ht = 0
or ht = 1, and the IC constraint becomes
-c + rtPH w(ht-Il) + (1 - 7t PH )w(ht-'0) > w(h t -10).
PL) (PL)
In particular, the principal doesn't take his outside option in any period, and the
agent is induced to work in every period.
Since the payments wt_1(1) and wt_1(0) satisfy the agent's IC constraint at all
information sets in period t, it is necessary that
c
wt-1(1) > wt_1(0) +
7t (PH)
for all r' given t. In particular, let -~r be the prior when all outcomes have been bad
since period 1, and we get
wt_1(1) > wt_ 1(0) + c
irt ( ")
Wt-1(1) > wt-i(0) + c
rt( PH)
for all 7rt / frt that can arise as a prior after some history. Since in each period t,
there are only two levels of payments, the principal wants to provide the positive
payment only after the good outcome, and we have wt(0) = 0 for all t.
On the other hand, consider the IC constraints in period 1. From Section 4, the
IC constraints in period 1 are given by
T
V(0, 7r) ;> Z k 1q(0... 0)w(0... 0) + 6TV(... 0, -rMT)
k=1 k-1 k T
= STV(0 -.. 0, r IMT), T > 1.
T
We know from Proposition 1.5 that there exists a uniform upper bound on V( , 0r)
T
under an optimal contract. w(1) > 0 implies that there exists T > 0 such that the
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IC constraint for deviating T times in a row binds. Lowering 6TV(... 0, 7 TIMT), the
T
deviation payoff under the wrong continuation contract, relaxes the IC constraint,
and it will allow the principal to lower w(1), increasing his payoff.
Consider updating priors -r and -^ after the good outcome. Without loss of gener-
ality, suppose 7ri > fri. After the good outcome, the priors become
, =?1PH gr2PL
and
7r1PH 7r2PL
r(H (
7r ; r, and the equality holds if and only if PL = 0-
Consider history h' = 1. In evaluating V( ,7rlMT), the agent assigns
T T
7r 1 MT (PH) as the probability on h' and updates his prior after observing ht = 1. On
the equilibrium path, he has the same prior in the period after ht if and only if PL = 0-
Suppose PL > 0 and consider adjusting w(ht) and w(htl).
Let 7r and fr be the priors of the agent in the period following ht when he has devi-
ated in the first T periods and on the equilibrium path, respectively. If the principal
lowers w(ht1) by A and raises w(ht) by ofr(PH)A, the agent's continuation value on
the equilibrium path doesn't change. However, the deviation payoff, V( , 0rIMT),
T
changes by
6P( 1Q.l ,7r1MT)(fr HA - 7 PHA)
T T
=6P(O ... 011|0-- 0,7TIMT)(frq 7r) H A.
'- 1*\PLI
T T
From PL > 0, we know that ri - 7r1 < 0, and the change in V(0... 0, 7i1 MT) is strictly
T
negative. Since ht = 1, the IC constraint doesn't bind at ht, and the principal can
make the adjustment for A sufficiently small. Therefore, the principal can lower the
rent to the agent by raising w(ht) and lowering w(ht1); if it is optimal to provide a
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history-independent contract, PL has to be zero.
Similarly, we can consider raising w(1 0... 0) and lowering w(1 ... 0 1). This will
T T
lower V(1 ... 0. 7r2 MT-1), where 7r2 is the agent's prior after the good outcome in
T- 1
period 1, and the principal can lower the payment w(11).
When the agent updates priors 7r and fr such that 7ri > fri, after the bad outcome,
the priors become
7r1(1 - pH) 7F2(1 - PL)
\1-pL -_pL
and
fr1 (1 - PH ) fr2 (1 - PL)
r'1 ; fr, and the equality holds if and only if PH = 1-
Let 7r and fr be the priors of the agent in the period following h= 10 when he
T
has deviated for T periods from period 2 and on the equilibrium path, respectively. If
the principal lowers w(1 ... 01) by A and raises w(1 ... 0) by ofr (PH)A, the agent's
T T
continuation payoff on the equilibrium path doesn't change. On the other hand, the
deviation payoff, V(10 . 0, 7r2MT- 1), changes by
oP(10- -- 0 00 P2MT )(-r H PH A)
PL / PL)T T-1
=6P(1 0.0 10... 0, 7 2MT- ) 7) (Hi A.
T T-1
Unless PH = 1, _ki - 71 < 0, and the principal can make the adjustment since the IC
constraint doesn't bind. Therefore, if the optimal contract is history-independent, PH
must equal one.
For an optimal contract to be history-independent, it is necessary that PH
1,PL -0-
Lemma A.1. Suppose PH = 1 , PL = 0. The IC constraints for the one-shot deviations
are sufficient conditions for all IC constraints.
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Proof of Lemma A. 1. Randomizing the continuation contracts is the same as taking
the linear combination of the IC constraints, and it is sufficient to prove the lemma
for pure strategies. Consider the agent who deviated in every period he is induced to
work from period t + 1 to period t + T. Denote this history by htT. Without loss
of generality, we only need to consider the case the principal doesn't take his outside
option in period t + T + 1 after the given history. Suppose the principal takes his
outside option for k > 0 times after history ht+TO. The IC constraint for the one-shot
deviation after ht+T is given by
-c +IT (V) > w(ht+TO) + Sk+l(_c + ,FAk+l (1))
where -r is the principal's prior after ht+T when he believes that the agent worked in
every period, and V1 is the sum of the present compensation and the continuation
value after ht+T1. V 2 , V', and V2' are defined analogously for ht+TO,ht+TO -... - 11
k
and ht+TO -1 - 10. Remember -1 refers to a period in which the principal takes
k
his outside option.
By subtracting V2 = w(ht+TO) + 5k+1(-c + M 2 Mk(g)) from both sides, we know
2
that the IC constraint is equivalent to
-c + 2ri(V - %) > Sk+l(r M - M 2)Mk
which is again equivalent to
V1V 2  c ~E 3eM)k1(VI _V).
VM - %2 > -+ (6 det M 1k+
When the agent has deviated from period t + 1 to t + T, his prior at the beginning
of period t + T + 1 is given by 7rt+lMT. From the positive persistence, the agent
assigns a strictly higher probability on the good state than the principal does, and
we have
1 >7
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After having deviated from period t+1 to t + T, the agent's IC constarint for working
in period t + T + 1 is given by
- c + rt+lMT (V) > w(ht+TO) + 6k+1(c + 7rt+lMT+k+l
\V2) (V)
4V1 - V2 > 7 ft+1MT(0) + (6 det M)k+1 ( 2 y
From
7rt+1MT 0> 7,
the agent prefers to work in period t + T + 1 even if he has deviated from period t + 1
to t + T, as long as the IC constraint for the one-shot deviation after ht+T is satisfied.
Therefore, after each history ht, it is sufficient to consider the IC constraint for the
one-shot deviation. L
Proof of Proposition 1.9. Suppose the principal wants the agent to work in every
period. Let Vt, Vt be the sum of the present compensation and the continuation
value after history 0... o1 and . In period 1, the IC constraint for the one-shot
t-1 t
deviation is given by
- c+w7rV 1 +r 7V 21 > w(O) + 6(-C+7r'M
MV - V > c + 6 det M(V - V22),
Tf1
and for t > 2, the IC constraint for the one-shot deviation is given by
-c+M 21V + M 22 Vt > w( . ) + (-c+ M2M +1)
Vt - V > + 6 det M(V+1 - yg+1)M21
We know from Proposition 2.2 that the principal can offer
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c
w(1) = k, w(0) = 0,
1
w(ht1) c , w (ht0) = 0, Vht, t > 1.
M 2 1
to have the agent work in every period. Under the optimal contract, the IC constraints
are strictly binding after 0 -.. 0, Vt > 0.
t
I will now show that by taking his outside option after ho = , the principal
to
can lower the payments w(.. 01) for 0 < t < to, and therefore, the rent to the agent
t
is reduced. If the reduction in rent is greater than the loss in outcome by taking the
outside option, the principal will prefer to take his outside option after hto = 0... 0.
to
From Lemma A.1, it is sufficient to consider the IC constraints for the one-shot
deviations. Suppose the principal takes his outside option once after hto = 
to
After taking the outside option, the principal continues to pay w(ht1) = w(htO) =
0 for all histories ht = hto Li hk Vk > 1, hk. Consider the IC constraint after hto -1 =
. Since the continuation games after the good outcomes are identical and the
to-1
continuation games after the bad outcomes are identical, we have
VP - V"to > c+ (detM) 2 ( ito+ 2 _ pto+2)
- 2 1
where V+2 is the sum of the present compensation and the continuation value after
hto - 11. Z to+2 is defined for hto - 10. We also have
g to+2 _ gto+2 _ gio+1 o+1 c 1
1 2 - 2 M21 - 6 det M'
where V?"+1 is the sum of the present compensation and the continuation value after
the good outcome, from the contract in Proposition 2.2. +1 is defined for the bad
outcome.
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Note that the IC constraint after h'o-l in the contract from Proposition 2.2 is
V V-  +6detM(9 + 1  o+1).
1 2 M21
Therefore, by taking his outside option after hto = , the IC constraint after
to
hto-1 = is relaxed by
to-1
c 1 c
6 det M(1 - 6 det M) = det MM
M21 1 - 6 det M M21
The principal can lower the payment w(h to-11) by 6 det M
argument, we have that Vk - V2 for 1 < k < to can be reduced by
(6 det M)to-k+l c
M21
Vk an kV for 1 < k < to are each reduced by
1 - (det M)to-to-k+det 
- detM
By an inductive
1
* ,(det M)to-k)c
and
1 - (det M)to-k
5 to-k+1 det M c.1 - det M
Since
Sto~+1dtM1 - (det M)to-k 16oo-k+ 1 det M( 1-(e tok+ I(det M)to-akC1 - det M M 2 1
increases with k and, for k < to, is bounded from above by
1 - (det M)to-k 1
6to-k+1 det M( + (det M)to-k)C
1 - detM M21
<6 det M c
- M21
C
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the principal can lower w(O... 01) for 1 < k < to by
k-i
~to~+1dtM1 - (detMito-k ± 1
6oo-k+1 det M( ' + (det M)to -k)c.1 - det M M21
From period 1, the rent to the agent is reduced by
7r1AV +-F1rAV21
=7r6o detM( (det M)to1 + (det M)to 1)c
1 - detM M21
+ 7r6t0 det M 1 - (det M)O- 1 c1 - det M
=
to det M( 1 - (det M)tO + 1 (det M)to1)c
1 - detM M 21
1 - (det M) o>~Oo det MI c.
1 - det M
On the other hand, the loss in outcome from taking the outside option is
2tor(M22) (-c + M 2 1 - U).
Both the loss in outcome and the reduction in rent are discounted by oto. Apart from
the discounting, the loss in outcome converges to zero as to goes to infinity, while the
reduction in the rent is bounded away from zero. Therefore, there exists to such that
1 - (det M)to det Ac > 7r'(M 2 1)tO(c + M 21 -1 - det M
and for any discount factor 6 > 0, the principal strictly prefers to take his outside
option after h'o = 0... 0 than to have the agent work in every period.
to
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Suppose the principal makes a positive payment for his-
tory ht with ht = 0. Let k be the maximum k < t such that hk 1 in the his-
tory ht. The principal can frontload the payment so that &(hk-11) w(hk-11) +
6t~k M 12 M22k lw(ht) and tb(h t ) = 0. If k = 0, lower the payment for ht to &(ht) = 0.
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Since the composition of the continuation value after the good outcome doesn't mat-
ter for the agent's IC constraint, the IC constraints leading up to history h' are not
affected by the adjustment. On the other hand, the IC constraints after hk u h' in
the history h' are relaxed under the new contract.
Under the new contract, the agent is induced to work after exactly the same set of
histories as under the previous contract, and the agent's IC constraints are satisfied
after every history after which the principal wants the agent to work. The rent to the
agent is weakly lower under the new contract. Therefore, the principal can frontload
the payment whenever he makes a positive payment for a bad outcome, and there is
no loss of generality in assuming that the principal makes positive payments only for
the good outcomes. L
Proof of Proposition 1.12. The proof follows directly from Proposition 2.2, 1.10 and 1.11.
L
Proof of Proposition 1.14. The first step is to find the set of pairs of (V1, V2) with
which the agent is induced to work in a given period. Define S to be the largest
self-generating set of the form
S = conv({(, V1, V2 ) |T > 0, (-F', V1, V2 ) E S such that
(i)r' = M 2 MT,
(ii)V 2 =T+1 (_C + _')
(iii)V 
- V2 > - + + T+1( )
it ±S+(det M)T 2Vi
I
Since mixing the continuation contracts is the same as taking the linear combination
of the IC constraints, we can focus on the pure strategies and take the convex hull.
From Lemma A.1, it is sufficient to consider the one-shot deviations. Using Proposi-
tion 1.11, I'll consider contracts under which the principal makes positive payments
only for the good outcomes.
Suppose the principal wants the agent to work after history h' and he takes his
outside option for T > 0 periods after history hO. Let V be the sum of the present
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compensation and the continuation value after ht1. Define V2 , V' and V similarly for
hO, htO -1 -- 11 and hO -1 - 10. Let 7 be the prior on the state after history
T T
ht. The IC constraint after history ht is
-C +7r ) > 6T+1(c +rMr+1 )
Subtracting
V2 = or+1 ( _C + 7r'
\V)
from both sides, we get
V - V2 - + r+(det M +1 y 2 yg
7rl
Conversely, if there exists T > 0, V{, V such that
V2 = or+1 (-C + 7r'
VV
V2 -% + 6r+1(e M)r+1(y gV1 172 S (d tM) lW1 V2)
hold, and the agent is induced to work given prior 7r' = M 2 MT and V, V, then given
prior 7r and V1, V2, the agent is induced to work.
Therefore, the set of feasible continuation values to induce work is given by the
largest self-generating set
S = conv({(-r, V1, V2)|3T > 0, (7r', Vi', V) E S such that
(i)7r' = M 2MT,
(ii)% = +1(-c +7r
-V2 > + T+1(det M)T+1(V
7i
The next step is to characterize the space of (R, L) for all incentive compatible
contracts. Let X, be the space of (R, L) for all incentive compatible contracts with
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the initial prior 7r, where R is the rent to the agent and L is the loss in outcome under
the contract. L is defined to be
L = (1 - 6)(YFB -
where YFB is the expected discounted sum of the outcome in the first best, and Y is
the expected discounted sum of the outcome under the given contract. Given prior
?r, there exists a contract with the rent R and the loss L if the following is satisfied:
the principal takes his outside option for T > 0 periods, and in the first period the
agent is induced to work, the continuation contracts after the good outcome and the
bad outcome have (R 1 , L1 ) and (R 2 , L 2 ), respectively. Specifically, X, is given by
X, = conv({(R, L)|-3T > 0, (R 1 , L 1 ) E XM1 , (R2, L 2 ) E XM2 such that
(i /r = r ,
(ii )R = - C + 67r' R1
(R2)
(iii)L - (1 - 6) 6 k-1 (-c + 7rMk- --/ + r+1 (j
k=1
(iv)(Tr', 6R1, 6R2) E S}),
where Condition (ii) and (iv) use the fact that there is no loss of generality in delaying
the payments.
I'll show that XM, and XM 2 can be found as limits of two sequences of sets. Once
we find XM 1 and XM2 , X, is generated from XM, and XM2 . Consider the sequences
of sets, {X'} and {Xn}:
o det Mc (1 M_)
X0 = {(R, 0)|R ;> R* 6 det M (6+ (1 - 6) M211 '1 6detM M 2 1
X = f{(R, 0)JR > R* detMc
e * an R a 6detM
where RT and R* are the rents to the agent under the cost-minimizing contracts for
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initial priors Mi and M2, and
XI+1 = conv({(R, L)T 0,(R 1 , L1 ) E X1, (R 2 , L 2 ) E Xn such that
(iW' MiMT,
(ii)R =(c 67' R1
(R2)
T
(iii)L (1 - 6) E 6k-l(-c + M 1 Mk
k=1 0o
(iv)(7r', 6R1 , 6R2) E S}),
X+1 = conv({(R, L)|1T > 0, (R1 , L 1) E X, (R2 ,L 2 ) E X such that
(i)r' = M 2 MT,
(ii)R - o(-c + r' R1
(R2)
T
k=1
(iv) (7r', 6R 1 , SR2) E S}).
M 2 Mk 1 0 - ±) + oT+17r
Define
X = lim X,
X2 = iM X2.
n-+co
X' and X2 are the sets of (R, L) we are looking for. Before proving XM1 = X'
and XM = X 2 I'll first show that X' and X2 are well-defined.
For all n > 1, we have
L < (1 - 6) 6k-I(-C+ MMk
k=1 1(J
L (1 6) 6k
k=1
(-c + M2 Mk- )
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- w + oT+1w ( L,
KL2)'
(L2)
_) 7 L*V(R, L) E X ,
- )aL* ,V(R, L) E Xgn.
Each XP is of the form
X7 = {(R, L)JR > f7(L),0 < L < L'}
for some function
fi : [0, L ] - [0, RJ].
For each i and n, fin(-) is strictly decreasing in L, and from Xin C Xi+1 , Vn > 0, i
1, 2, we know that
ffn+1(L) ff(L),VO L < L* n > 1,i = 1,2.
Together with R > 0, the monotone convergence theorem gives that the limits
X10 = {(R, L)|R = lim f,, (L),O < L < L-J}, = 1, 2,
n--+oo
are well-defined and downward-sloping. Therefore,
X = {(R, L)|R > lim f7n(L), 0 < L LI},i = 1, 2
n-+oc
are well-defined.
That any (R, L) E X1 and X2 are feasible given priors M 1 and M 2 can be shown
as the following. Let Y be the set generated by X1 and X0 for the initial prior Mi.
Given E > 0 and (R, L) E Y, there exists n such that (R, L + c) E Xn. Therefore, Yi
lies in the limit of XF, and we have
Y c X i = 1, 2.
On the other hand, we know that each Y is closed, and
Yi D X \ S .
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Together, Yi = Xf for i = 1, 2 and X' andX2 are jointly self-generating.
Conversely, if (R, L) is feasible given M 1 or M 2 , we can show that it's in X1
or X2, respectively. Note that if the principal takes his outside option for T blocks
under the given contract, (R, L) E Xi c X . For contracts under which the principal
takes his outside option for an infinite number of times, we can construct a truncated
contract as the following. Given T, for each history hT, pay the sum of the present
compensation and the continuation value after history hT. From period T + 1 and
on, take the outside option forever. This replacement contract weakly relaxes the IC
constraints of the agent, and it provides exactly the same amount of rent to the agent.
The loss in outcome under the contract differs from the original contract by at most
STL*, depending on whether h= 1 or 0. For given c > 0, the principal can choose
T sufficiently large so that the replacement contract lies within c from the original
contract in the space of (R, L). This implies that any feasible (R, L) lies in the limits
X1 and X2T-
Together, we get XM, = X' and XM 2 = X2
Once we have XM, = X1 and XM 2 = X2 , X, for any prior 7r can be constructed
from XM, and Xm 2 . The second best contract given the prior 7r is the contract that
minimizes R+L in X,, and it can be constructed as the following. Given (R, L) E X,
there exist T > 0, (R 1 , L 1 ) E XM,, (R 2 , L 2 ) E XM, supporting (R, L). The principal
takes the outside option for T periods, and after the first period the agent is induced to
work, the continuation contract is determined by (R 1 , L 1 ) and (R 2 , L 2 ). The contract
continues in a probationary period if the outcome is good and 0 < R 1 < R* or if
the outcome is bad and 0 < R 2 < R*. The continuation contract is (R 1 , L 1 ) if the
outcome is good, and it's (R 2 , L 2) if the outcome is bad. If the outcome is bad and
R2= 0, the contract terminates, and the principal takes his outside option forever. If
the outcome is good and R1 > R*, the agent is tenured, and 6(R 1 - R*) is provided as
the initial payment. From the following period, the contract continues with (R*, 0),
and the payments are given by the contract in Proposition 1.12. If the outcome is
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bad but R 2 = R* given hO, again, the agent is tenured, and the principal provides
w(htO L hk) =c ,w(htO Li hk) =0,Vhk k ;> 0,
M21
from the following period.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. I'll show the proposition by constructing a review contract
that allows the principal to approximate his first best payoff. Consider the following
review contract: the contract specifies a review block of T periods, a quota, Q, and
a lump sum transfer, X. A quota is on the number of successful outcomes from the
block. If the agent meets the quota, the principal pays the agent the discounted sum
of the outcome subtracted by the lump sum transfer at the end of the review block,
and the contract continues. If the agent fails to meet the quota, the principal pays
the agent the discounted sum of the outcome, and the contract terminates.
First, consider the principal's payoff. Let s be the agent's strategy in the equi-
librium and p(s) be the minimum probability he meets the quota. In general, the
probability the agent meets the quota with a strategy depends on the prior on the
state at the beginning of the review block, but we can take the minimum of the
probabilities over the priors. Then the principal's average per period payoff is at
least
(1 - 6)6T-1p(s)X( + 6Tp(s)+62p(s)2
6 T-IP(s)(I - 6)X
1 6Tp(s)
6T(1-6T)p(s) 1-_6 X
1 - 6Tp(s) 1 - ST 6
Since the states exhibit positive persistence, the expected discounted sum of the
outcome in the first best is the maximum when the pair starts with -r' = (1, 0). Let
y be the average expected discounted sum of the outcome over the infinite horizon in
the first best when 7r1 = (1, 0). When the following two inequalities hold,
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1-6Tp(s) 2
1 -6 Xs
- > (1 - -p -c)1-6T 
- 2
the principal's payoff is at least (1 - E)p - c > g - c - c. Note that the first inequality
implies that both 6T and p(s) are greater than 1 - E/2.
The second step is to verify the agent's incentives that the agent will pass the
quota with p(s) close to one. Let V(7) be the agent's continuation value when the
review block starts with the prior 7r. Since the agent can always choose to work in
every period, letting s be the strategy of working in every period, we have
V(7r) > (1 - 6)(Y(r) T- c) + oTp(s)(E[V(fr)] - 1 X)1-6
where Y(ir) is the expected discounted sum of the outcome from working in every
period from a block with the initial prior 7r and -r is the prior in the beginning of the
next block.
Let V be the minimum of V(7r) over all priors 7r. Together with the fact that Y(wr)
increases with 7ri, we get the following inequality:
(1- )(Y((O, 1)) - c) - oTp(s)I X
1 - 6Tp(s)
If V> X, the agent always prefers to increase the probability of meeting the quota.
Since the principal pays the agent the discounted sum of the outcome, subtracted by
X on meeting the quota, the agent works in every period on the equilibrium path.
When the lump sum trasufer is specified to
1 - 6T
X < (Y((, 1)) - c),1 -S
the inequality V > -- X is always satisfied. The last condition is to ensure that the
discounted sum of the outcome on meeting the quota is weakly greater than X so
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that the principal can actually take away the lump sum transfer. A slightly stronger
condition is
Q > X.
Therefore, when a review contract satisfies
6T(1 - 6T )p(s) >
1 - 6Tp(s) 
- 2'
1 -6 Xe
1 -6T 6) - C,
X < 6 (Y((0, 1))
(A.1)
(A.2)
1 - S
1 - 6
Q>X,
the agent chooses to work in every period, and the principal's payoff is within E of his
first best payoff.
Since the Markov chain is irreducible and there are two states, there exist &o and
To such that for all 6 > 60, T > To and the initial prior 7r, we have
1-3 6
1-67~()-~<
where
M21 M12
M12 + M 2 1 'M12 + M21
PH
PL
is the probability of the good outcome from the ergodic distribution of the Markov
chain.
Let
x - (1 - 6T)X-= ((1 -4 - C).4
For 6 > 60, T > To, Inequality (A.2) is satisfied as
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136 X
T 41- - o C
2 4
> (1-5)g-c.
2
Lastly, Inequality (A.1) can be rearranged as a quadratic equation of 6 T. We get
1--i- (1--)2_ 2 <r _+ (1 -)2_ 1
4 4 p(s) - 4 4 p(s)
There exists p < 1 such that for p(s) > p, we have
(1--)2_ 2 >
4 p(s) - 8
Let
where [X] is the smallest integer greater than or equal to X. I'll now show that we
can find T such that for T > T1 , the agent meets the quota with a probability higher
than p by working in every period.
From Q = [X], the quota is satisfied whenever
Q X +1
T T'
where Q is the number of good outcomes from the block. By the strong law of large
numbers, Q/T converges to p for all initial priors 7r. Since the right hand side of the
inequality is bounded from above by
e 1
4 V
we can pick T '> 1, and the right hand side is strictly bounded away from p for all
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6, T > T1. Therefore, there exists T such that for T > T 1, we have
Pr(-> )>p.
T T
We can find T1 that holds uniformly for all initial priors 7r, since Q/T for the given
prior 7r can be written as
Q = 1{z= 1 }X 1 + 1{z=2}X 2.T
X1 is O/T for the prior (1, 0), and X2 is Q/T for the prior (0, 1). Z is a random
variable with Pr(Z = 1) = 7ri and Pr(Z = 2)= 7F2 .
Let T max{To, T1} and define S to be
1 - 43
S= max{o , , 1 -
8
Then for any 6 > S, there exist T, Q, and X for the review contract that allows the
principal to approximate his first best payoff. l
Proof of Proposition 1.16. Consider the following review contract. Each review block
lasts T periods, and there exist a quota, Q, and a lump sum transfer, X. The quota is
on the discounted sum of the outcome, and if the agent meets the quota, the principal
pays him the discounted sum of the outcome from the review block, subtracted by
the lump sum transfer, and the contract continues. If the agent fails to meet the
quota, the principal pays the discounted sum of the outcome from the review block
to the agent, and the contract terminates.
Given c > 0, the expected discounted sum of the outcome converges to t , and
there exists o, To such that for any k, (zo, xi, - , Xk), 6 > o, T > To, we have
I -T(E 1E[Xka)tl - / < 4P.
t=1
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Let
Q=X=6(1 
- 6T) C
1 - 6 4
Denote by V((xo,x,- -, X)) the agent's continuation value given history (XO, x1,- ,Xk).
We have the following expression for V = mink V((xo, x1 , .- ,Xk)), where N is the
set of all histories:
(1 - 6)(minR(E_ 1 6- 1E [Xk+t]) - 1-6 - 6Tp(s) X
1 - STp(s)
For 6 > 60 , T > To, we have
-6V > X)
and the agent always prefers to increase the probability of meeting the quota. Since
the agent is paid the discounted sum of the outcome, the agent is induced to work in
every period under the contract.
It remains to show that the principal's payoff under the contract is close to his
first best payoff. Let p(s) be the infimum of the probability of meeting the quota by
working in every period, where the infimum is taken over the set of histories N. The
principal's payoff is at least
(1 - 6)6T-1p(s)X(1 + 6Tp(s) +2Tp(s)2 ±... )
6T-1p(s)(1 
- 6)X
1 - 6Tp(s)
6T(I - 6T)p(s) 1 - 6 X
1-6Tp(s) 1-6T 6'
Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 2.7, the principal's payoff is within e of
his first best payoff if the following two inequalities hold:
61(1- T)p(s) >
1 3Tp(s) - 2
1w-6 X e
1- 6T 6 - ) c,
where 9 is the supremnum of the expected discounted sum of outcome over the infinite
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horizon in the first best, and the supreinum is taken over all initial conditions £O.
The second inequalities is satisfied for any 6 2 60, T > To, and we need to show that
the first inequalitiy also holds. By the uniform weak law of large numbers, there exist
61 , T1 such that for '> 61 , T > T 1 , we have
1 - T
Pr( (S I-- Xk+t) - p > 6') < E .
t=1
Choose c' such that
<c
and that for p(s) > 1 -
e 1 -
(1--)2_ 2<y
4 p(s) ~8
Let T max{ To, T1} and define 6 to be
- max{So, , 1 -I - TO88
Then for any 6 > S, there exist T, Q, and X for the review contract that allows the
principal to approximate his first best payoff. O
Proof of Proposition 1.17. Suppose there are n states and M is the Markov transition
matrix. When there are a finite number of states following an irreducible Markov
chain, the prior on the state is a sufficient static for the distribution of future states,
and it is sufficient to show the following: there exists yi > 0 such that (i) for given
6 > 0, there exist 60, To such that for any prior 7r, 6 > 6o, T > To,
| 1 _T (E 6-'E[X(Tr)]) - pl < c, (A.3)t= 1
and (ii) for given c, c' > 0, there exists T such that for any prior -r, 6, T > T with
6T > 1 -
- 2'
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Pr(1 Xt (7)) < (1 - 4) - c) < C', (A.4)
t=1
where Xt(7r) is the stochastic process for the outcome of working in period t given
the initial prior -r. Without loss of generality, I assume Xt(ir) is non-negative for all
t,7r.
I'll first show why Inequalities (A.3) and (A.4) are sufficient conditions for the
principal to be able to approximate his first best payoff. Consider the following review
contract: each review block lasts T periods, and there exist a quota, Q, and a lump
sum transfer, X. The quota is on the discounted sum of the outcome, and if the agent
meets the quota, the principal pays him the discounted sum of the outcome from the
review block, subtracted by the lump sum transfer, and the contract continues. If the
agent fails to meet the quota, the principal pays the discounted sum of the outcome
from the review block to the agent, and the contract terminates.
Suppose Inequalities (A.3) and (A.4) hold. Given e > 0, the expected discounted
sum of the outcome converges to y, and there exists 60, To such that for any prior 7r,
6 > o, and T > To, we have
1 - T oE 6- 1[X(7))) - p < p.
t=1
Let
6(1 - oT)Q =_ X I (( - 4-p - c).
Denote by V(7r) the agent's continuation value given the initial prior ir. We have the
following expression for V = min, V(7r):
(1 - 6)(min, ( __ 1ItlE[Xt(7r)]) - 1-ITc) - 6Tp(s)1XV > 
1 6 S1 -STp(s)
For ;> o, T > To, we have
V_ x 1
and the agent always prefers to increase the probability of meeting the quota. Since
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the agent is paid the discounted sum of the outcome, the agent is induced to work in
every period under the contract.
We can also show that the principal's payoff under the contract is close to his
first best payoff. Let p(s) be the minimum of the probability of meeting the quota
by working in every period, where the minimum is taken over the initial priors. The
principal's payoff is at least
(1- S)T-p(s)X(1 + STP(s) + 2 p(S2 ... )
6T-1p(s)(1 
- 6)X
1 - T p(s)
6T(1-6T)p(s) 1-6 X
1 - l Tp(s) 1 - ST 6
Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 2.7, the principal's payoff is within c of his
first best payoff if the following two inequalities hold:
oT(1 
- ST)p(s)
13T p(s) - 2'
1-cl X C
1 - 6T 6 C
where g is the maximum expected discounted sum of outcome over the infinite horizon
in the first best. The second inequalities is satisfied for any 6 > S0, T > To, and we
need to show that the first inequalitiy also holds.
Let p be
12
For any p(s) > p, we have
e 1 - e
(1--)2_ 2>5
4 p(s) -8
By Inequality (A.4), there exist T1 such that for T > T with 6T > 1 - , we have
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Pr( ( 'Xt (7r)) < (1 - P - C) < 1-p.
t=1
Then, the agent meets the quota with p(s) > p by working in every period.
We can rearrange
fl( - of)p(s) E>1---
1-6Tp(s) - 2
as
1 (1 - 2 < 1--+ (1 -- )2 2
;4 p(s) -- - 4 4 p
Let T max{To, Ti} and define 6 to be
1 - 1Ce
S max{o 1, , -
88
Then for any 6 > S, there exist T, Q, and X for the review contract that allows the
principal to approximate his first best payoff.
I'll next show that Inequalities (A.3) and (A.4) are satisfied. Define X' to be the
stochastic process for the outcome of working in the state i, and we have
E[X(-r)] = grMt-' - (E[X 1 ],- , E[X"])
for all t > 1.
Let -rO be the invariant distribution of the Markov chain, and define p = E[X1 (ro)].
Since the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, 7ro and y are well-defined. We
also know that for any prior 7r, E[Xt(7r)] converges to p as t goes to infinity.
Given any prior 7r and T, we can rewrite zt_ S t 1 X(r) as
T  n  T
o6t-IXZ(7) = 1{z=i}( t Xt (e)),
t=1 i=1 t=1
where ej is the indicator vector for the i-th coordinate and Z is a random variable
with Pr(Z = i) = ri. Since there are a finite number of states, it is sufficient to show
that Inequality (A.3) is satisfied for each ej, 1 < i < n. By symmetry, we only need
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to prove the statement for 7r = ei.
For given e > 0, we have
E[Xt(ei)] / , as t -* o,
and there exists N such that
E[Xt(e1 -,p < Vt > N.2'
From the fact that
1-6T
1 - s
is decreasing in both S and T, there exist S1, ii such that for S ;> S1, T > Ti,
1-Nt
t=1
|E [Xt(e1)] - p| < -.
Therefore, for given prior ei and c > 0, we can always find Si, 1 such that for
;> 5 1 ,T ;> i,
1 JT - |E [Xt(e1)] - p| < e.
t=1
Similarly, we can find , for 2 < i < n such that for 5 > 5i, T > Ti, we have
7 6' |E[X(e)] - p <
t=1
Let 5=maxi Si, i = maxi4 and we get
T 6-E[X(7r)] - pl < c.
t=1
for all r, > T> T.
On the other hand, from
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(A.5)
o -1 Xt(7r) = 1{ Iz=il}(E 6" Xt (ei)),
t=1 i=1 t=1
it is sufficient to show Inequality (A.4) for c, c' and each e, 1 < i < n. By symmetry,
we can show the inequality for ei. Without loss of generality, assume C < Since
the Markov chain has an ergodic distribution and the outcome of working is bounded,
the strong law of large numbers holds, and there exists t 1 such that for T > T1 , we
have
'1'
Pr(4 X(ei) p(1 - E 1 - E .
t= 1
(A.6)
For o and T such that oT > 1 - L, we have
(1 - S)6T-2
1 - 6T
>i
2 T
Therefore, for T > T1 and 6 such that 6T > 1I we know that
T
Pr(Z6tlIXt(ei) > Q) >
t= 1
(1 S)6T-2 T
Pr( I 3 T Y>3Xt (C1)
t=1
> Pr((1 - ) Xt (ei ) ;>
t>1
>1-
S(1 - )p -c)4
4
where the last inequality follows from Inequality (A.6). Rearranging the inequality,
we get
Pr( 7 (Z 6'Xt(ei)) < (1 - ) - c) < E .
t=1 4
t-T 1
Similarly, we can find Ij for 2 < i < n such that for T>T_ ST> 1 2-, we have
Pr( 1 ( 6t-IX(e)) < (1 - 5 ) p - c) < 6.
t=14
Take T =maxi 4i, and we have Inequality (A.4).
Therefore, when there are a finite number of states following an irreducible, aperi-
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T T
odic first-order Markov chain, and the outcome of working is bounded, the principal
can approximate his first best payoff. Given c > 0, there exists S such that for 6> 6,
the principal's average per period payoff in the second best is within 6 of his first best
payoff. D
A.2 Proofs for Chapter 2
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Consider the relational contract that provides s. The prin-
cipal offers in the initial period w(OO), b(O), and if the agent accepts, he exerts effort
e(Oo). The continuation payoffs under the contract are denoted by u(0o) and r(#o),
and the expected payoffs from the contract are uo and 7ro. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that off the equilibrium path, the parties revert to the static
equilibrium of (ii, fr). The first period payment W is a function of o.
The contract is self-enforcing if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) no > ii, Wro > r
(ii) e(0o) E arg max Eo[(1 - 6)W(0o) + 6'u(#o)|e, o] - c(c, Oo),
e
6 6(iii) b(#0 ) + U( 0 ) 2,1-6 1-6
6 3
-b(do) + 7r(do) ifr
and (iv) each continuation contract is self-enforcing.
Given any (7t, 7r) such that u > R, 7r > fr, u + 7r = s, the principal can offer the
same b(#o) and continuation contracts and adjust w(Oo) to
&t(00) -- w(0o)+
1- o
The conditions are satisfied with the new contract, and it provides (u, r) as the
expected payoffs. D
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Suppose a contract that maximizes the joint surplus pro-
vides wt, bt and the agent chooses et. The first step is to construct an alternative
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contract 7iit, bt under which the agent chooses the same level of effort et and his ex-
pected payoff is constant in every state.
When the states are observable, the distribution of the states from period t + 1
only depends on Ot+1, which is observed before the principal makes payments in period
t. The principal can adjust the contingent payment bt and keep the expected payoff
in each state constant. Specifically, consider the following contract. Let ut(ht, #t) be
the continuation value of the agent under the given contract, and define t, bt as the
following:
bt(h t , #t) bt (ht , dt) + (ut(ht , #t) - i),
t (ht , Ot) it - E[4t(ht , #t)Iet(h Ot)].
From
bt(h t , #t) + bt(h t , #t) + ut(ht , #t),
the agent chooses the same level of effort et under the new contract. The agent's
expected payoff is a for all t, ht, Ot.
The next step is to show that we can choose Cv : 0 - R, : < -* R such that
the principal offers CZ, b in every period. Consider tit and bt. The agent's expected
payoff is constant over all t, h', and 6t, which implies that the agent's IC constraint is
determined by the within period compensation scheme. Specifically, the agent chooses
e such that
et(ht, Ot) E argmaxEo,, [bt(h t , t)|e, Ot] - c(e, Ot).
e
When the agent's IC constraints are myopic, the principal can replace a com-
pensation scheme for any given period with another compensation scheme without
affecting the incentives. Under an optimal contract, st(Ot) is constant for given state
Ot. If there's multiplicity of the compensation schemes, we can pick one without loss
of generality.
Given b : D -+ R, the agent chooses e : S - E such that
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e(0t) (E arg max Eo, [I#e, Ot] - c(e, Ot).
e
Define i@5 as
,ii(0t) = i - Eot [I (# )e(0t), Ot],
and we have a stationary contract that maximizes the expected joint surplus. By
construction, it is self-enforcing, and it provides the same expected payoff to the
agent in all t, h', Ot. E
Proof of Proposition 2.7. (->) Suppose e(O) is implementable with a stationary con-
tract that provides ft > R to the agent in every state. Let r(0') be the continuation
value for the principal when the realized productivity is 0'. The IC constraint has to
be satisfied, and we know that
(-r (0') - -r) > b(0,y, '), VO, 0', (A.7)
(f - i) > - inf b(6, y, 0'), V6 (A.8)
have to hold. Adding the two inequalities, we have the dynamic enforcement con-
straint.
(<-) Suppose W(O) and e(O) satisfy the IC constraint and the dynamic enforce-
ment constraint. Define
b(#) = W(O) - inf W(#),
w(0)
w (0) = ii - Eo, [W(#)|1e (0), 0],
and consider the stationary contract with w(0), b(#) and e(O). The parties revert to
the static equilibrium if a deviation occurs. The agent receives R as expected payoff
in each state, and the principal receives 7r(O) = s(O) - R if the productivity is 0. By
the dynamic enforcement constraint, s(0) 9 and 7r(0) > r for all 0. From the IC
constraint, the agent chooses e(O) in each state 0, and it can be verified that Inequality
(A.7) and (A.8) are satisfied. E]
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